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Introduction

In the scenario of the fight against tumors, an innovative technique called Particle
Therapy is emerging. It consists of the use of accelerated charged particle beams (in
particular protons and carbon ions) to irradiate solid tumors. The main advantage
of such technique with respect to the standard radiotherapy using x-rays/electron
beams is in the different longitudinal energy release profiles. In fact, while photons’
longitudinal dose release is characterized by a slowly exponential decrease, for charged
particles a steep peak- called Bragg Peak- at the end of the path testifies a more
selective energy release. By conveniently controlling the Bragg Peak position it is
possible to concentrate the dose (expressed as the energy released per unit mass) to
tumors, and at the same time to preserve surrounding healthy tissues.

In this context is evident how important is the role of simulation softwares
aimed to computed the optimized treatment plan, customized for each patient. The
charged particle high selectivity in energy release makes in fact the particle therapy
much more sensitive to range computation errors with respect to photons. A simple
mistaken shift could imply an underdosage to tumor and a consequent overdosage
to surrounding organs. The softwares used to perform the computation are called
Treatment Planning Systems (TPS).

Nowadays in particle therapy centers, analytical TPS are used for the plan
optimization. This kind of software’s strength is the low computing time required.
But on the other hand, the accuracy level, especially in the region of high density
gradients, is not optimal. High accuracy would be obtained by using a Monte Carlo
tool, but the computing times involved are too long to allow a clinical routine
employment. However, Monte Carlo codes are used during the Quality Assurance
protocol when after the experimental test, a second check is needed to take the final
decision about delivering or not the computed treatment plan.

With the aim to combine high performances both in terms of computing times
and accuracy, a fast-Monte Carlo tool called FRED r has been implemented for the
simulation of protons interacting with tissues. The calculation velocity is remarkably
increased (more than three orders of magnitude) thanks to two aspects. The first
one is the simplification of physics and models implemented. The second one, and
the most substantial is the exploiting of Graphic Process Units (GPU) hardware
devices. GPUs thanks to their very high parallelization power permit to obtain a
speed-up of two/three order of magnitude.

Thanks to the Monte Carlo algorithm a very good level of accuracy is reached
in the computation of dose distribution resulting from a treatment. At the same
time thanks to the high calculation velocity, the computing times are significantly
reduced. These performances made FRED code an attractive tool to be used in
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particle therapy field. So that the Centro Nazionale di Adroterapia Oncologica
(CNAO) in Pavia showed interest on it and a collaboration started on 2014, aimed
to introduce the tool in the clinical validation protocols.

In Chapter 1 an in-depth overview of particle therapy will be provided. After a
brief summary on the current particle therapy status and the future perspectives,
the main radiobiological and physical aspects will be debated. A part dedicated to
the accelerators and dose delivery systems used for medical applications and their
basic principles will follow. In this context Treatment Planning Systems will be
introduced and the two main typologies of TPS exploited will be described. Finally
novel dose monitoring techniques will be presented.

The main theories and models provided by literature and describing the interac-
tion of protons with matter will be illustrated in Chapter 2. The theoretical models
presented in this section represented our reference in building simplified algorithms
to approximate as much accurate as possible proton physics.

In Chapter 3 the FRED implementation algorithm will be carefully presented.
The first part of the chapter will be dedicated to the physics model implementation.
In particular, the processes simulated are the stopping power, the energy straggling,
the Multiple Coulomb Scattering and the nuclear interactions, both elastic and
inelastic. For each process, after a deep evaluation of various different strategies,
a specific approximated model have been studied, tuned and implemented. Each
algorithm implemented will be described and, in case of particular distribution
function, the related sampling technique will be explained. A second section will
be dedicated to the DICOM read-out. DICOM are a particular file standard where
CT imaging data are stored. A DICOM file can also be produced by the TPS to
store Radiation Therapy Plan information. Finally, a description of Graphic Process
Units and of their recent applications in computing physics will be given. Then,
FRED time performances will be presented.

Finally, in Chapter 4 the results will be presented. To evaluate the accuracy of
FRED in dose calculation, different analysis trials have been performed. The results
presentation will be divided into three parts. In the first one, single pencil beams
dose evaluations will be made. In particular linear profiles obtained with FRED
will be compared with the ones produced by the full Monte Carlo code FLUKA.
The second part will be dedicated to a test called Field Size Factor, aimed to study
the contribution due to tails in the beams dose distribution. In the third and last
section, FRED accuracy will be studied for 2D dose maps obtained in a specific
Quality Assurance protocol of CNAO. In particular, the trial consists of a water
phantom irradiation designed in order to obtain a cubic uniform dose distribution.
The similarity of the maps have been quantitatively evaluated by using the Γ-index
test.
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Chapter 1

Particle therapy

Nowadays fight against cancer is an open challenge where studies on the several
therapeutic strategies are in progress, involving different scientific research areas.

Once a cancer is diagnosed, the choice of the best treatment technique for each
specific case depends on several aspects associated with the kind of tumor, its
dimension, its position and on the general health conditions of the patient. When
localized, the surgical removal of the tumor mass is of course a very effective strategy,
but it is not always feasible, for instance because of cancer proximity of the cancer
to so-called Organs At Risk (OAR) or the peculiarity of the affected tissue (such as
leaver or pancreas tumors).

Radio therapy (RT) consists on the irradiation of the tumors with hard X-rays
or γ-rays. Thanks to its ability to control cell growth, RT is an essential strategy for
cancer treatment. Currently more than 50% of all patients with localized malignant
tumors are treated with e.m. radiation as part of their initial therapy, either alone
or in combination with chemotherapy or surgery. Radiotherapy has as well some
limitations, mainly due to the fact that energy release of gamma rays inside the
crossed matter is exponentially decreasing with the depth, and this involves a
considerable damage to surrounding healthy tissues.

Chemotherapy exploits anti-tumor drugs to kill cancer cells that have been
released in circulation, and it can lead to the birth of so-called metastasis. The
main disadvantage of such technique is the relevant side effects related to drug
aggressiveness.

In the field of radiation therapy an innovative technique called particle therapy
or hadrontherapy1 is emerging. It consists on the irradiation of tumor volume
with beams of charged particles, typically protons and carbon ions. The main
advantage of hadrons with respect to photons used in standard radiotherapy, lies
in their favorable energy release. In fact, as it can be observed in Figure 1.1, while
photons energy release in absorber medium decreases exponentially as a function of
penetration depth, hadrons have a different behavior: at the beginning of their path
the energy release is very low and a considerable part of the energy is deposited at
the end of the range, where a sharp peak- called Bragg Peak (BP)- manifests. This
characteristic allows to obtain a more conformal dose distribution inside the patient,

1from the greek adrós, strong. Hadrons are particles made of quarks held together by the strong
nuclear force
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with consequent reduction of damage to healthy tissues.
In 1942, while he was involved in the design of the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory

(HCL), R. Wilson [1] was the first to study the possibility to use charged particles
beams to treat tumors, based on their favorable energy release. From that moment
studies on accelerators machine, particle physics and biology led to the first clinical
treatment in 1954 at Berkeley Radiation Laboratory (California, USA). The success
of first treatments encouraged to continue the studies in the field, and in the
years about 10000 patients were treated with particle beams by exploiting particle
accelerators designed for physics research. In 1990, the world first hospital-based
proton therapy facility was built in Loma Linda. Presently almost 70 particle therapy
centers are in operation worldwide, and the number of patients treated is more
than 137000, with a progressive grows of the number of particle therapy center in
operation or planned.
Particle therapy is often used and particularly efficient in critical cases such as
radioresistent cancers and inoperable tumors. A large use of this kind of treatment is
also done in pedriatic oncology[7] because of the longer life expectation for the patient
that requires a better dose distribution to avoid side effects and relapses. The growing
interest of scientific community on hadrontherapy and the consequent construction
of several new treatment centers led to strengthen all the techniques aimed to the
improvement of the computation, the optimization and the imaging of the dose
distribution. The first two calculations are performed by the Treatment Planning
Systems (TPS), software tools dedicated to the production of patient-specific set of
particle beams.

Figure 1.1. Energy deposited by different particles as they penetrate matter such as human
tissue. Protons and carbon ions deposit a considerable amount of energy at a specific
depth, whereas hard X-rays or gamma rays have an energy deposit more “smooth” all
along their path, damaging healthy tissue
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1.1 Current status and future perspectives of particle
therapy

According to the Particle Therapy Cooperative Group[57], more than 137000 patients
have been treated worldwide with particle therapy. Up to July 2016, 63 particle
therapy centers are in operation, among these only 10 provide carbon beams and one
is the Centro Nazionale di Adroterapia Oncologica (CNAO)[58] located in Pavia. 23
particle therapy centers (21 with protons and 2 with carbons) are under construction
and will be in operation by 2018, while 17 proton therapy facilities are in a planning
stage. In Italy, beyond CNAO centers, other two facilities are operating, using
proton beams: in Catania (only for treatment of ocular melanomas) and Trento.
These data testify to the growing interest of medical community on this technique
that encouraged investments on the construction of new therapy centers. For what
concerns patients statistics, in Figure 1.2 we can observe the growing number of
patients treated from 2002 to 2014. It is also evident the predominance of treatments
with protons beam with respect to carbon ions. Most of carbon facilities are installed
in Asia, while in USA only protons therapy center are in operation. From 1954
to 2014 more than 137000 patients were treated with particle therapy (14 % with
carbons).

In 2014, about 10% of patients were pediatric and another 10% were treated
for ocular melanomas. Particle therapy is a standard of care for many superficial
tumors, such as choroidal melanoma (where it can replace the surgical approach),
and it can be applied after surgery for chordoma and chondrosarcoma [58]. Given
the frequent insurgence of meningioma at the base of the skull, closely adjacent to
structures such as the optic tract and the trunk brain ( vital organ) the surgery
approach is impracticable, in these cases proton therapy turned out to be resolutive.
The treatment with protons of sarcomas of bone, occurring in difficult locations
such as the spine, pelvis and bones of skull is widely employed.[58]. As regards the
use of 12C, a study of the National Institute of Radiological Sciences in Japan on
the effects of carbon therapy carried out on about 4000 patients, proved his efficacy
with respect to proton therapy on tumor of several organs. In particular, affected
organs treated with carbon beams are: head and neck, base of the skull, lung, liver,
prostate, bone, soft tissues, pelvis, colon and rectum [2].

1.2 Physical and biological parameters

1.2.1 Energy deposition

As already shown in figure 1.1, the energy released as a function of the penetration
depth of photon beams and charged particle beams have different profiles. In fact,
photons energy released shows a steep increase up to the maximum occurring between
the first centimeters, followed by an exponential decrease. On the contrary, heavy
charged particles exhibit a completely different energy deposition curve, characterized
by a small amount of energy lost in the entry channel, that means at high velocity,
while significant amount is released in a very narrow portion of the path, close
to the end of particle range. The depth of the Bragg Peak is determined by the
particle initial energy (see Figure 1.3), and this means that its position inside the
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Figure 1.2. Patients treated in North America, Asia and Europe[57].

patient can be varied and adjusted by changing the energy of the incoming particles.
This is the main reason why particle therapy results a favorable cancer treatment
technique respect to radiotherapy. In fact, this sharp and very precise deposition

Figure 1.3. Longitudinal energy release in water of carbon ions beams with different
energies.

could lead to a better conformation of the energy deposition to the target volume,
with consequent sparing of healthy tissues. In Figure 1.4 we can observe a comparison
of dose-depth profiles resulting from different radiation therapies. The advantage of
particle therapy (both with protons and carbon ions) with respect to radiotherapy
can be easily understood by comparing the relative longitudinal dose curves with the
ideal goal (1.4 a)). Ideally the optimum energy distribution would be concentrated
in the tumor volume and completely absent in the surrounding healthy tissues.
Actually this is not feasible but carbons and protons show a favorable energy release.
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In particular in presence of near organs at risk, radiotherapy involves a significant
harmful dose release beyond the target. Another aspect that has to be highlighted
is the significant contribution of nuclear fragments produced by the interaction of
heavy ions (in this case carbons) with target nuclei (see Section 2.5). As shown in
figure 1.4 d), this process produces a tail in the dose profile beyond the Bragg Peak
with a consequent overdose delivered to tissues past the tumor.

Figure 1.4. simplified scheme of the dose release in radiation therapy techniques. (a)
ideal dose-depth, where only the tumor (pink box) is irradiated; (b) photons dose-depth
profile; (c) protons beam longitudinal dose distribution; (d) carbon ions dose profile. It
can be noticed how in PT treatments tumors near Organs At Risk (OAR, yellow volume)
could be treated with a reduced damage to the surrounding healthy tissues with respect
to radiation therapy with photon (b).

In the energy range of intrest in particle therapy, that means from 30 MeV to 250
MeV for protons and from 60 MeV/u to 450 MeV/u for carbon ions, the mean energy
loss per distance travelled is described by the Bethe-Bloch formula[3], its expression
and the meaning of each term will be described in detail in the next chapter 2.

1.2.2 Linear Energy Transfer

To establish the efficiency of ionizing radiation a further quantity needs to be
introduced. It is called Linear Energy Transfer (LET) and it expresses the local
energy release. The LET is defined as the mean energy, per unit path length, released
by the ionizing particle in the ionization process and it is expressed in keV/µm:

LET = ∆E
∆x

[
keV

µm

]
(1.1)

When a charged particle crosses matter, it produces secondary electrons by
ionizing atoms of material. If the energy of secondary electrons is large enough to
induce further ionizations they are called delta rays. Sometimes it is of interest to
focus on the energy transferred only in the proximity of the primary particle track,
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because some secondary fragments could have high energy and travel over long path
in the tissues before stopping. In these cases a threshold energy ∆ of secondaries
is established, and only the contribute of secondary electrons with energy less that
∆ is taken into account. The resulting quantities is called restricted linear energy
transfer: LET∆ = ∆E∆

∆x . In the limit of ∆→∞, the LET becomes unrestricted and
it is equal to the electronic component of the stopping power.

Figure 1.5. Comparison between proton and carbon tracks at different energies. Protons
energy loss is small and single following events occur distant from each other, implying
the DNA lesions repair. For carbon ions the ionization density increases with decreasing
energy, i.e. at the end of the range, producing multiple localized damages to the DNA
molecule (Fokas et al. [8])

As it can be observed from Figure 1.5 protons (and also photons) have a sparse
ionization density and so are called low-LET radiation, while carbon ions are high-
LET particles due to their larger ionization density. On the other hand, it has to
be considered that protons can reach high LET values at the end of their range in
tissues (in proximity of the BP). High LET radiation ionizes water into H and OH
radicals over a very short track. If two events occur in a single cell, a pair of adjacent
OH radicals can recombine and form peroxide H2O2 which can produce oxidative
damage to the cell. Low LET radiation also ionizes water molecules but over a
much longer track, so the recombination of two OH radicals is much less probable
(see Figure 1.6). This aspect involves some important biological consequences, in
fact high-LET radiations are more destructive to biological material than low-LET
radiations and the localized DNA damage caused by dense ionization is more difficult
for the cell to repair than diffuse. As it will be discussed in detail in section 1.2.7,
high-LET radiation such as carbon ions results in lower cell survival per absorbed
dose than low-LET radiation, such as protons and photons.
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Figure 1.6. Radicals in-cell recombination with High-LET and Low-LET radiations. In
the first case the probability of reaction of a pair of OH radicals and peroxide production
is higher.

1.2.3 Dose

One of the main quantities in cancer radiation techniques is the absorbed dose.
It is defined (from ICRU report [10]) as the mean energy deposited (E) by ionizing
radiation per unit mass (m), and it is expressed in gray (1 Gy = 1 J/Kg):

D = dE

dm

[
J

Kg

]
(1.2)

Considering a parallel particle beam with fluence F (computed as the ratio
between the number of particles dN and the surface crossed dS), we can calculate
the dose released inside a thin layer of absorber material with mass density ρ as
follows:

D [Gy] = 1.6× 10−9 × dE

dx

[
keV

µm

]
× F

[
cm−2

]
× 1
ρ

(1.3)

where, dE/dx is the energy loss per unit path length (see. sezione sp).
The goal of radiation therapy techniques is to obtain a conformal dose distribution.

Ideally, the optimum would be to concentrate all the dose in the tumor volume and
to score null dose to surroundings healthy tissues. This not possible because of
physical phenomena that implies energy release in the whole particle path length
but some strategies have been studied to improve the dose distribution as much
as possible. In standard radiotherapy the conformal dose map is achieved by the
so called Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT), that consists of both
modulating — or controlling — the intensity of the radiation beams in multiple
small volumes and sending the beams from different directions (called fields). In
particle therapy the selectivity in energy release of charged particles facilitates
the shaping of the dose release. In fact, just by superposing beams with different
energies is possible to obtain a uniform dose in the tumor volume, the relative linear
longitudinal dose profile is called Spread-Out Bragg Peak (see Figure 1.4 b) and c)).
In particle therapy the volume scannning can be passive, with tissue compensators
interposed between the accelerator’s exit window and the patient, or active in which
the tumor is divided into several small volumes- called voxels- and each voxel is
irradiated with a specific beams with appropriate direction, energy and intensity.
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A further consideration to be pointed out is that the relation between absorbed
dose and biological effect is not simple to evaluate. In fact, even the exact computa-
tion of the energy deposition (i.e., the macroscopic physics) might not be sufficient to
predict the effect of radiation on tissues, as it is evidenced by the fact that different
radiation modalities show different dose-response relationships. In the following
sections the radiobiological aspects will be discussed and considerations about the
differences between carbon ions and protons biological effectiveness will be carried
out.

1.2.4 Lateral beam spread

When a beam cross matters, particles suffers elastic Coulomb interactions with
target nuclei and atomic electrons. Because of such interactions, the direction of
particle changes respect to the original direction. The macroscopic phenomenon due
to multiple Coulomb scattering events is the beam spread in the transverse direction.
The extent of the lateral spread is related to the target material density and to the
primary particle weight. Higher density materials means more scattering events,
with consequent larger spread of lateral beam size. Meanwhile, a heavier particles
will suffer a smaller deviation to its original direction respect to lighter particles.
Considering a proton beam and a carbon beam with the same range, for instance
with energy 150 MeV and 285 MeV/u respectively, both crossing a water volume
(Figure 1.7), we can observe how carbon beam shows a lateral spread smaller than
protons, almost three times less.

Figure 1.7. On the top the energy release in water of a 150 MeV proton beam is shown.
On the left the longitudinal map can be observed, on the right transverse beam spots at
9 cm depth and 15 cm depth are represented. On the bottom, the same energy maps are
exhibited for a 285 MeV/u carbon beam. It is evident how carbon ions suffer a smaller
lateral diffusion respect to protons. The maps have been obtained with FLUKA Monte
Carlo Software

A second contribution to the beam deflection is given by materials interposed
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between the accelerator ejector and the patient, such as the beam pipe exit window,
external beam monitors, collimators, compensators, air and so on. This contribution
is particularly significant at low energies when even a small angular spread translates
in an important deflection (considering the typical traveling distance of 0.5÷1.0
m), while at high energies the penetration depth inside the patient increases and
the lateral spread due to the interaction with tissues is predominant. In Figure 1.8
computed lateral spread of carbons and protons related to the beam line are shown.

Figure 1.8. Lateral beam spreads of carbon ions (red) and protons (blue) computed with
Monte Carlo simulations for a typical treatment beam line. The beams in origin have 5
mm of FWHM and parallel direction, then they pass through a nozzle, a thin vacuum
window, beam monitors and a 1 m long free space (air) before entering a water target.
It can be seen that at low energies the lateral diffusion is dominated by the scattering
in the beam line, while at higher energies the scattering in the target gives the main
contribution. Another important aspect to be noticed is the greater lateral spread
suffered by protons with respect to carbons.

For the aforementioned reasons, and especially for protons, the amount of material
along the beam path in front of the patient should be minimized.

1.2.5 Biological effect of ionizing radiation

As already mentioned in the previous sections, when radiation interacts with tissues
it releases energy. The energy absorption may lead to two different phenomena:

• the raising of an electron to an higher energy level and this process is named
excitation

• the ejection of an orbital electron from the atom or the molecule, that is
ionization

The energy relates to an ionizing event is about 33 eV, and this amount is big enough
to break a strong chemical bound (for instance C=C). The biologic effect of the
interaction of the radiation with human tissues is mainly represented by the damage
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to DNA. When a radiation is abosrbed by a tissue, the interaction with DNA can be
direct or indirect [15]. In the first case the radiation directly interacts with atoms
of DNA, ionizing o exciting, and thus initiating a biologic change. If the radiation
interacts with other molecules, in particular water, they can produce free radicals. A
free radical consists in an atom or a molecule carrying an unpaired orbital electron in
the outer shell, and this implies a disparity in spin direction. This state is associated
with a high degree of chemical reactivity and the free radical can diffuse a short
distance to reach the DNA in the cell and interact with it. The indirect action is
predominant in case of low-LET radiations with respect to damage by direct hits
(about 70% versus 30%, [9]), the direct radiation is instead more important for
high-LET radiation.

DNA is a big molecule with a double helical structure, consisting of two strands
held together by hydrogen bonds between the bases. Radiation induces, directly o
indirectly, a large number of lesions in DNA structure. These lesions are classified
in two different types:

• Single-strand break (SSBs), Figure 1.9 a). They are typical of low-LET
radiations and are easily repaired by the cell because the intact strand can be
used as template to recover the break;

• Double-strand break (DSBs) (Figure 1.9 b)), consisting in two or more breaks
occurring in both strands in the same position or separated by only few pairs,
they are considered the most important lesions produced in chromosomes
by radiation. In fact, the interaction of two DSBs may result in cell killing,
carcinogenesis, or mutation. This kind of lesion is predominant in high-LET
radiations.

Figure 1.9. a) single strand break
b) double strand break

1.2.6 Ionization density

The ionization density is defined as the number of ions per unit path length produced
by a radiation crossing a material. It strictly related to the LET and to the pattern of
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energy release. The differences between photons, protons and carbon ions ionization
density is related to two aspects:

• photons and protons are considered low-LET radiations, while carbon beams
are high-LET radiation. This means that the amount of energy, and so the
dose, released for unit path length by photons and protons is smaller than
heavier ions;

• photons interaction points are randomly distributed, so the net effect of dose
release is considered uniform. Instead, charged particles dose distribution is
completely different, since it is localized in hot spots where the ionization
probability is high. A representation of this microscopic deposition or photons
and carbons is shown in Figure 1.10

Figure 1.10. Microscopic dose deposition of photons (upper left) and of carbon ions with
different energies, normalized to the same average dose deposition of 2 Gy.

The photons ionization density is uniform and almost constant along the whole
range, for charged particles it varies considerably and near the Bragg Peak it reaches
the maximum.
In the range of beam energies for the standard radiotherapy the mean energy d
between two ionization event is ∼ 200 nm, meanwhile for carbon ions it can vary
from d ∼ 4 nm at the entry channel up to d ∼ 0.3 nm at the level of the Bragg
Peak. If we consider that the DNA helix has a mean dimension of ∼ 2 nm we can
conclude how carbons and high-LET radiations have a higher Double Strand Break
probability respect to photons, and this leads to higher damage capability.
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1.2.7 Relative Biological Effectiveness

A very important aspect that has to be taken into account in particle therapy is
the fact that same amounts of dose have not the same effects on cell, but they
depend on the kind of the primary radiation and on the biological tissue irradiated.
To quantify the effectiveness of charged particles in cell killing a parameter called
Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE) has been introduced. It is defined as the
ratio of the dose of a reference radiation (typically γ-rays or x-rays) to the dose of
the radiation in the iso-effect condition, that means with the same cell survival rate:

RBEiso = Dref
Dtest

(1.4)

The RBE can vary not only for different projectile particles and biological
tissues, but even in different locations whithin the same organs or tumor. For the
calculation of proton therapy treatment plans the RBE value is often considered fixed
at RBE = 1.1 [17], but for carbons this assumption of constancy is not valid anymore
and a more appropriate model has to be used in the calculation of the treatment
plan and the relative biological effect. In Figure 1.11 is shown an example of cell
survival curves relative to a photon irradiation and heavy ions (such as carbons)
irradiation. For a fixed survival fraction the RBE can be graphically computed by
the ratio of the two respective x-coordinates.

Figure 1.11. Survival curves for a typical photons (black and solid line) and heavy ions
radiation (red and dashed line). The determination of the RBE is shown for two different
survival level (1% and 10%). From Shardt et al. [14]

To evaluate the biological effect survival curves are often used. They represent
the percentage of survival cells in function of the dose absorbed after an irradiation.
With survival cells we mean the cells that maintain their reproductive integrity. The
curves are often represented with linear scale on the x-axis- referred to the dose-
and logarithmic scale to the y-axis referred to the survival fraction. Radiations with
high ionization density show an exponential cell survival trend that in the semi-log
representation translates into a straight line curve. On the contrary, low ionization
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Figure 1.12. RBE in function of the LET. As it can be observed, for protons RBE is
approximately constant and ∼ 1.1, for carbons it changes significantly in function of the
energy and so of the LET.

density radiations curve has an initial slope followed by a shoulder and then at high
dose values the shape is almost straight.

The most used model for the cell survival function S is the linear-quadratic (LQ),
developed by Hall [18]:

S(D) = exp(−αD − βD2), (1.5)

where D is the absorbed dose and α and β are two experimental parameters.
The ratio α/β defines the shoulder of the curve and it is a very important parameter
in standard radiotherapy.
In Figure 1.12 it is shown the dependency of RBE with respect to LET of radiation.
The thickness of the plot indicates that RBE can vary even at the same value of
LET, in function of the tissue’s cells.

The RBE is the most important quantity in biological treatment planning in
particle therapy, since it determines the photon-equivalent dose, also referred as
biological dose. It is conveniently used to compare the results of conventional
radiation with other radiations such as neutrons, protons, or carbon ions. The RBE
can be used for many biological effects such as DNA strand breaks, mutations, or
transformations. In the scope of heavy-ion therapy, however, the RBE for cell killing
and normal-tissue complications are most relevant.
Furthermore, because the LET of light ions is higher at lower energy, it means that
at the entrance channel of the beam the RBE will be lower (because the energy
is high) and in proximity of the BP it increases. This aspect represent a further
advantage of particle therapy with respect to radiotherapy.

1.2.8 Oxygen Enhancement Ratio

Further considerations have to be done regard the influence of oxygen level of the
tumor tissue on the radiobiological effectiveness. The growth of a tumor mass could
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imply the occurrence of hypoxic regions in the volume itself, especially in the center.
It is know that hypoxic condition is related to a larger radio-resistance. A quantity
that describes this aspect is the Oxygen Enhancement Ratio (OER). Considering a
fixed level of biological or clinical effect, OER is defined as the ratio of the dose in
hypoxic condition to the dose in normal oxygen supply condition:

OER = Dhypoxic
Daerobic

(1.6)

In Figure 1.13 survival curves for different oxygenation conditions, radiation
(photons and carbons) and energies (and so LET) carried out at LBL 2 are shown.
Tipically, for conventional radiation the OER is about 3 and for ion radiation it
is significantly reduced. The OER decreases with decreasing particle energy and
for high LET particles its value is ∼ 1, since the difference between hypoxic and
normoxic cells radioresistance disappears. This is probably due to the fact that
high-LET ions biological effect is mainly due to direct hits of DNA, meanwhile
indirect interactions that damage DNA, tipical of low-LET radiation, are influenced
by the oxygen concentration because the probability to form free radicals in hypoxic
tissues is lower. Such behaviour has been confirmed later by many other studies
(Barendsen et al. [20], Bewley [21], Furusawa et al. [22], Staab et al. [23]) carried
out on several varieties of ions and cells. It was also found that the minimum OER
is lower for heavier ions such as carbons respect to lighter ions such as protons or
helium, and this proves the great potential of carbons to treat hypoxic tumors.

Figure 1.13. Influence of the oxygen level on cell survival of human kidney T-1 cells for
carbon ions with different LET. Lines are based on experimental data by Blakely et al.
(1979) [19]

2Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, in 1970s carried out several cell survivor studies as a
preparation for the first heavy-ion treatment
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1.3 Accelerators for particle therapy
Charged particle beams used to irradiate tumors are provided by particle accelerators.
They consists of machines that use electromagnetic fields to accelerate and to focus
particle bunches. High energy accelerators are largely diffused in many nuclear
physics research center, one of the most important is the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) in Geneva. However, there are many other applications of accelerated charged
particles and one of them is the medical physics. The most used accelerators
technologies in PT centers are cyclotrons and synchrotrons [24]. The basic principles
of accelerators and the characteristics of the two different machines employed in
clinical facilities will be briefly described.

Basic concepts The particle dynamic inside the accelerator is controlled by means
of electromagnetic fields. In most cases the electric field is used to accelerate charged
particles, while magnetic field is applied to bend particle trajectory and to focus the
bunch.

If we consider a particle with charge q in an electric field ~E, the force ~F experi-
enced by the particle is:

~F = q ~E

In contrast, the magnetic force ~FB experienced by a particle moving into a
magnetic field (m.f.) ~B is always perpendicular to the velocity ~v of the particle,
because of the cross product. This means that m.f. can not change the intensity of
the velocity but only its direction:

~FB = q
(
~v × ~B

)
If the direction of the magnetic field is perpendicular to the particle motion then

the magnetic force is maximum and orthogonal to both vectors, the resulting particle
trajectory will be circular. The deflection of the particle is illustrated in Figure 1.14.
In circular accelerators magnets like dipoles and quadrupoles are used to bend the
particle trajectory and to maintain it into the accelerator orbit, respectively.

Figure 1.14. The motion of a positive charged particle in magnetic field. The particle is
deflected perpendicular to both the direction of instantaneous velocity (v) and magnetic
field (B).FL, Lorenz force; r, radius of curvature.[24]

The radius of the curvature r can be computed from the centripetal acceleration
formula: FB = mv2/r. By substitution we get:
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Br = mv

q
= p

q
(1.7)

The product Br is named magnetic rigidity and it is a quantity that describes
the reluctance of a particle to be bent in a curve, in the presence of a magnetic
force. Carbon ions, for instance, have a magnetic rigidity about 12 times greater
than protons at the same velocity, and this means that the magnetic field required
to keep them in the same orbit would be 12 times greater.

The above equation is valid when the velocity of the particle is small with respect
to the velocity of the light (c). When the velocity approaches that of light, the
relativity effects have to be taken into account, and the relativistic momentum is
expressed by the following equation:

p = βγmv (1.8)

where β = v/c and γ = 1/
√

1− β2.
In relativistic regime also the definition of the kinetic energy T has to be

substituted. In fact, the total energy of a relativistic particle is E = γmc2 and the
kinetic energy is given by T = E −mc2

Cyclotrons Cyclotrons consist of circular machine with a simple scheme (see
Figure 1.15): two “D” shaped hollow electrodes and a magnets with a constant
magnetic field B. Protons are injected with an initial velocity v in the center of the
magnet. Inside the “D” the particle only experiences the magnetic force that keep
them into a circular orbit whose radius is given by 1.7, whereas the electric field
is shielded. When the proton is in the gap between the two dipoles, it suffers an
electric force that accelerates it. Then the particle enters into the opposite electrode
and, because of the increase of the velocity, it travels an orbit with a greater radius
(1.7).
While the proton is inside the D the voltage between the two electrodes changes
sign in order to accelerate the particle in the next turn coming from the opposite
direction. This mechanism will repeat until the particle will reach a maximum radius
and it will escape. The resulting trajectory is a spiral.

An important quantity in cyclotron machines is the cyclotron frequency fc, that
is the frequency at which a particle completes a circular path and so the frequency
with which the polarity of the voltage must be changed. It is expressed by:

fc = v/2πr = Bq/2πm. (1.9)

Typical range of cyclotron frequencies is of the order of megahertz, also referred
as radio-frequency (RF).

The mechanism just described does not take into account relativistic effects and
it can be used for protons with energy up to 15 MeV. For higher energies most
cyclotrons modify the magnetic field as a function of the radius, in order to keep the
cyclotron frequency constant fc. A machine with such mode of operation is named
isochronous cyclotron and it is able to provide an high intensity continuous beam.
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Figure 1.15. Simplified scheme of a cyclotron. The red dashed line represents the particle
motion inside the machine. B is the constant magnetic field

Synchrotrons Synchrotrons are circular machine with a fixed particle orbital
radius. To achieve this, the bending magnetic field must be increased as the particle
increases its energy. Also the RF frequency of the accelerating electric field must
change as a function of the particle velocity. The mode of operation of this type
of machines is more complex with respect to cyclotron, but some advantages are
related to them:

• the size of machine’s components such as RF cavities and magnets is smaller;

• consequently, the cost of such components is lower;

• the limit of the maximum particle energy achievable is much higher with respect
to cyclotrons, mainly due to the limit of accelerating gradient approachable.

In Figure 1.16 the layout of the CNAO synchrotron and its main components are
shown. This is one of the ten worldwide synchrotrons in a particle therapy centers
using both protons and carbon ions to treat tumors.
The injection line that includes the ions sources and the pre-acceleration is a LINAC
3. In this specific case it boosts the particle energy from 0.04 MeV/u up to 7 MeV/u.

Inside the ring beam energy is increased up to the desired energy by the RF
cavities. In CNAO machine there is a single RF cavity to accelerate the bunch.
Differently to cyclotrons where the circular (or better spiral) orbit is guaranteed by
a constant magnetic field applied by a single magnets, in cyclotrons the guide field
is provided by a ring of bending dipoles, whose magnetic field is increased as the
particle velocity increases. The accelerating electric field changes its frequency from
0.46 to 2.4 MHz for protons and to 2.8 MHz for carbons. The maximum voltages
achieved are 3 kV for protons and 5 kV for Carbon ions.

A fundamental aspect that must to be taken into account in the beam dynamics of
an accelerator is the beam stability. It is very challenging to keep all the particles in

3LINAC = LINear ACcelerator
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Figure 1.16. CNAO synchrotron scheme. A peculiarity of this layout is the injection
LINAC positioned inside the ring to save space.

the exact orbit for many reasons: the not-monochromatic particle energy distribution,
the direction and the position of particles at the injection and the collisions with
residual gas particle inside the pipe. Therefore, corrective focusing forces have to
be applied. Dipoles bending magnets have a weak focusing effect on the horizontal
plane. A strong focusing force is then applied by quadrupoles spaced around the
ring. However, if a quadrupole focuses in one plane it has a defocusing effect in
the other plane. It can be demonstrated that the combination of a pair of lenses of
equal focusing strength but in different planes has a resultant focusing defect. The
dynamic of each particle is described by the trajectory in the so-called phase space.
It consists of two planes- vertical and horizontal- whose axis are the position and the
angle ((x, x′), (y, y′) of the particle with respect to the reference particle that has
the ideal position, direction and momentum. In each plane the particles describe an
ellipse and the area taken up by all the particles in each plane is named emittance (ε),
and it is a fundamental parameter in accelerator physics. The emittance quantifies
the beam size and its divergence.

Sextupoles and octupoles are placed in the structure to correct the dispersion
inside the dipoles and quadrupoles, due to higher multiple components and finite
distribution momenta.
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When the beam reaches the desired energy, it must to be extracted and brought
in the treatment rooms. The extraction line is composed by a kicker magnet and a
septum-usually magnetic- device that deflect and possibly split the beam.

Comparisons between cyclotrons and synchrotrons In Table 1.1 are shown
typical clinical accelerator requirement in particle therapy.

The main advantages of cyclotrons with respect to synchrotron are the ease of use
and of installation (because of the compact size) and the reliability. Cyclotrons are
produced on commercial scale and so the phases of installation, preliminary testing
and maintenance are faster and easier with respect to synchrotrons that have to be
designed, assembled and commissioned by accelerator technologists. Furthermore,
cyclotrons deliver continuous and high intensity beam. Their major drawback is
the constant energy output and to obtain the required energy distribution passive
degraders must to be used, with consequent production of undesired secondary
neutrons. An other disadvantage is the fact that up to now cyclotrons only produce
proton beams. With progress of superconducting magnets technologies that makes
machines very compact the possibility of a carbon cyclotron for medical use is open.

The most important advantage of synchrotrons is the possibility to deliver beam
with variable energy and so the degradation process is not necessary. At the present,
they are the only type of accelerators that can provide heavier ions beams for cancer
treatment purposes. This better performances are paid with several backwards: first
of all, the greater costs with respect to cyclotrons, then the bigger dimension and
the complexity of the machine system. Moreover, synchrotrons deliver lower beam
current than cyclotrons, with consequent longer treatment time needed.

Future accelerators New kind of accelerators and techniques are in phase of
study with the aim of finding new compact and efficient accelerating technologies.

Fixed field alternating gradient (FFAG) accelerators are machines that use
constant magnetic fields, but with radial field gradients. The fixed magnetic field
allows to FFAG to rapidly accelerate particles, which results in high currents while
gradients allows to vary outputs energy.

Another concept of accelerator is represented by dielectric wall accelerator (DWA).
It consists of an hollow vacuum tube with dielectric insulating walls. Pulsed electric
fields are generated inside the pipe and the accelerating electric field gradient is
achieved by use of alternating insulators and conductors. The strength of such
techniques is the great compactness of the machines.

A very promising technique is represented by the laser plasma acceleration. By
an high intense and short laser pulse (intensity ∼ 1019Wcm−2, length < 1ps), hitting
on a few micrometers thick metallic foil, high-energy electrons are injected into the
target. A very high electric field (∼ 1012V m−1) will result inside the target and will
accelerate charged particles, that will emerge from the target to high energies.

Many other techniques are in progress of study, only the more advanced and
promising have been mentioned.
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Table 1.1. Tipical parameters requirement for proton and carbon ions beams in particle
therapy.[24]

Parameter Value

Extraction energy (proton) (min, max) 60,240 MeV
Extraction energy (carbon) (min, max) 110,450 MeV/u
Energy step (proton) (at min, at max) 5,1 MeV
Energy step (carbon) (at min, at max) 15,6 MeV/u
Energy resolution ∆E/E (at min, at max) 3.5,1.8 %
Voxel size (min,max) 4× 4× 4, 10× 10× 10 mm
Smallest field of view (min,max) 100× 100, 250× 250 mm
Clinical dose rate (proton) (min,max) 2, > 10 Gy/min
Clinical dose rate (carbon) (min,max) 2, > 10 Gy/min
Cycle rate (min,max) 0.5,2 kHz
Bunch charge (proton) (min,max) 1.6,16 pC
Bunch charge (carbon) (min,max) 300, 3000 fC
Bunch charge stability and bunch charge measurement accuracy < 10%

1.4 Beam delivery Techniques
The narrow Bragg Peak that characterizes the energy releases of light ions employed
in particle therapy asks for an high precision in the release of the dose and so in
the delivery of the beam to the patient. The computation and the optimization of
the plan, i.e. the properties of the beams to be sent to the patient, is performed
by Treatment Planning Systems and they will be described in the next section. In
parallel with the software computation, the precision of the dose distribution and so
the efficacy of the treatment are strictly dependent on the beam delivery system. It
interconnects the accelerator with the patient and physically delivers the beams. In
designing the beam delivery scheme, serious attention must to be paid to several
aspects that could bring to errors in dose distribution and could imply overdose
of healthy tissues and underdose of tumor. Such aspects are a wrong geometry
reconstruction of the patient morphology, potential change in anatomic arrangement
of the internal organs with respect to the moment of the diagnostic examination,
errors in positioning and directing the beams and the intrinsic patient movements
such as the breath.

The goal of the treatment is to obtain a homogeneous equivalent dose distribution.
Since the width of the BP is of few millimeters while the tumor’s size can amount
tens of centimeters, it’s necessary to overlap many beams in the three dimensions to
cover the whole tumor region. An other aspect to be taken into account is that the
effectiveness of the dose-quantified by the quantity Radio Biological Effectiveness
(RBE, see Section 1.2.7)- depends on the penetration depth, on the beam type and
on the tissues irradiated. All the above mentioned aspects are evaluated, computed
and optimized by the TPS. The resultant dose profile obtained is called Spread Out
Bragg Peak (SOPB) and it has been shown in Figure 1.4 c) and d).

Two main strategies for the beam delivery are followed in the ion therapy facilities
currently in operation:
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• passive beam modulation. As the name suggests, such techniques obtain a
uniform and conformal dose distribution by using passive field shaping elements.
A schematic example of this kind of system is shown in Figure 1.17. As we
can observe, the beam initially narrow is broadened by a scattering system.
Then, the energy spectrum of the beam, initially almost monoenergetic, is
spread by the range modulators, in order to cover the longitudinal size of the
tumor. At the end, a collimator and a compensator are designated to shape the
beam field on the target. The main disadvantage if passive techniques is the
unavoidable and unwanted dose release to normal tissues ahead of the tumor,
since the particle range is adjusted to match the distal contours. Another
cause of undesired dosage to proximal healthy organs comes the secondary
fluxes (neutrons in particular) produced by the interaction of the beam with
materials of passive elements.

• active beam scanning. With this technique the tumor volume is ideally
divided into small volumes, called voxels with lateral sizes varying from some
tenths of mm up to 5 mm. Each voxel is irradiated with a beam of proper
energy and fluence, in order to release to each small volume the planned dose.
All the voxels having the same longitudinal coordinate with respect to the beam
direction form a slice. Since each slice is placed at constant depth with respect
to beam penetration direction, all the beams radiating the same slice have
the same energy. The scanning of the voxels along the slice is performed by
magnetic beam deflection, giving a zigzag scan path. In Figure 1.18 a scheme
of this approach is displayed. One advantage of active scanning systems is
that no patient-customized hardware is needed, except for the immobilization
apparatus. Furthermore the absence of materials interposed between the
accelerator exit-window and the patient avoids the production of harmful
secondary radiation. An other benefit of this technique is that the possibility
of changing the dose for each voxel allows to compensate for pre-irradiation
of proximal regions, and to obtain an homogeneous dose distribution to any
irregular volume. On the other, hand active scanning asks for accelerator
high level performances in terms of energy stability and beam deliver position
reproducibility. Also control and safety systems are more demanding with
respect to passive technique.

Gantries The first particle therapy treatments were performed in the research
centers, and the beams were released horizontally. With the birth of the clinical
centers an innovative beam supply has been developed. It consists of a rotating
support, named gantry, that allows to give to the beam different directions. In
combination with rotatable patient couch, the possibilities of angles between patient
longitudinal axis and beam direction is almost the whole solid angle 4πsr. The
reasons for using a gantry in a radiotherapy or particle therapy facility are several:

• to treat patients in supine position (eventually prone) in the same position in
which CT, PET and MRI were acquired. Patient rotation are performed only
around gravity axis to preserve internal organs and soft tissue geometry;
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Figure 1.17. Scheme of a fully passive beam shaping system. The beam is spread
and shaped by a sequence of passive elements such as collimatos, compensators and
modulators. The doubly hatched area represents the undesired dose to normal tissues,
while the red area represents the dose to tumor, well shaped in the distal contours.[14]

• to provide the maximum flexibility in selecting the irradiation direction when
optimizing the dose delivery;

• to allow a “robust” treatment planning. Exploiting the sharp distal fall off can
be risky in some cases and a gantry helps in avoiding fields directed towards
an Organ At Risk (OAR);

• to avoid density heterogeneities;

• to minimize SOBP extension (less energies required and better peak to plateau
ratio).

In radiotherapy, the reduced dimension of the LINAC employed allows to place
the whole accelerator inside the gantry and this technology became a standard in RT
centers. Unfortunately, for PT beams the magnetic rigidity 1.7 of protons implies
bending radius of order of meters, and for carob ions the situation is even worse
(about 3 times greater, at the same energy). Moreover, an high precision on the
rotating system of the gantry is required. Considering that a gantry for carbon
ions has a weight of 600-700 tons (rotating mass), with diameters of tens of meters,
this technology represents a very challenging and expensive work of engineering. In
Figure 1.19 the structure of HIT carbons gantry is shown. It is the only carbon
gantry in operation worldwide. It has a length of 25 m, a diameters of 13 m and
weighs ∼ 600 t.

1.5 Treatment Planning System
The high conformal dose distribution achievable with a PT treatment requests for an
high accurate modelling of the interaction of particles with tissues. In fact, the high
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Figure 1.18. Scheme of magnetic scaning system at GSI. On the left: the target volume
is irradiated with a magnetic deflecting system. On the right: the panel underlying
shows all the slices irradiation distribution. The panel above shows for a slice the circles
representing the center of the beams. The spot size of the beam is larger than the circles
and overlaps many positions.[14]

balistic precision of hadrons can traduce into an high conformal dose distribution
and an improvement in treatment efficiency with respect to radiotherapy only if
accompanied by a precise patient positionning and an highly accurate treatment
planning. This second operation is performed by Treatment Planning System (TPS)
tools. They are sophisticated softwares that produce patient-customized set of beams
to irradiate the tumor.

Between the tumor diagnosis and the treatment delivery there is a strict procedure
of planning, verification and validation where TPS have a fundamental role in several
steps:

1. the radiotherapist prescribes the dose to deliver to the tumor and the maximum
dose to surrounding healthy tissues;

2. acquiring patient anatomical data from dicom images, generally provided by
Computer Tomography, the TPS computes the optimized set of beams to
compose the treatment plan aimed to release the planned dose to tumor;

3. the TPS calculates the 3D dose distribution ensuing from the treatment plan;

4. the radiotherapist approves (or not) the plan;

5. the plan is delivered to a water phantom and the measured dose data are
compared with dose map computed by TPS recalculating the plan in a water
target;

6. the treatment is delivered to the patient;

Different computation techniques are used and in progress of study. The two
main type of approaches are the analytical pencil beam algorithm and the Monte
Carlo simulation. Both of them have advantages and limitations and many study
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Figure 1.19. HIT carbon ions gantry. On the left the 3D design and on the right a gantry
view from the accelerator room. From the HIT website [56]

are in progress to improve the efficacy of the software and to go beyond the flaws.
Two major issues related to Treatment Planning System for particle therapy are
the accuracy of the dose calculation and the time computing required.The first one
should be maximized as much as possible and the second one has to be minimized
in order to not protract too much the interval between the diagnostic examination
and the treatment, and to not compromise the center efficiency. In the following
sections the two different approaches- analytical and Monte Carlo- are described
and the main strong and weak points highlighted.

1.5.1 Analytical TPS

Most commercial Treatment Planning Systems employed in particle therapy center
are based on analytical algorithms.

In CNAO the commercial CE-marked Syngo RT Planning TPS (Siemens AG
Healthcare, Erlangen,Germany) version VB10 is used for plan optimization and
calculation. The first step of an analytical pencil beam algorithm consists of
converting the patient morphology obtained from diagnostic examinations (e.g. CT,
PET or NMR scans) into a water-equivalent-path-length geometry. This means that
each grid’s voxel dimension is re-scaled by a factor equal to the ratio between the
density of the tissue and the density of the water. Then, each pencil beam energy
and dose profiles are remapped onto the new grid.

The dose distribution of each spot is modeled by a single pencil beam and on the
transverse plane it is described with a 2D distribution function. The integral of the
function is kept equal to the integrated depth dose given by the database. The dose
distribution of a single pencil beam is described both longitudinally and laterally
using analytical functions, obtained for each available energy through fits of both MC
simulations and experimental data. The lateral dose distribution can be modelized
with a single or double gaussian function, according to the accuracy required. In
Figure 1.20 a comparison between Full Monte Carlo histograms and analytical
functions is shown. For protons, to convert the physical dose to the effective one a
constant RBE= 1.1 is used. The point of strenght of pencil-beam-based algorithm-
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if compared with full Monte Carlo simulations- is the short computing time required.
But on the other hand the accuracy of pencil-beam algorithms is not satisfactory. In
particular for those cases with a large degree of tissue heterogenity, a small amount
of inaccuracy in dose calculation in pencil-beam algorithms may lead to a significant
shift of dose distributions, possibly resulting in underdosage to the tumor and/or
overdosage to the critical structures [25].

Figure 1.20. Beam lateral distribution of 158.58 MeV protons after 16.55 cm of water.

1.5.2 Monte Carlo TPS

In order to exceed limitations of analytical pencil-beam-algorithm related to the
accuracy of dose distribution computation, Monte Carlo tools can be used. The
main reasons of such defects of analytical TPS lie into the simplified representation
of tissues properties. In fact, with analytical TPS the geometry of the patient is
converted into a water-equivalent grid, in which the tissues sizes are scaled by the
density of materials and their mean stopping power, normalized by the respective
quantities related to water. In this way, the real atomic composition of tissues is
disregarded. This aspect reduces the accuracy of the simulations of nuclear reactions
and, as we will discuss in section (sezione sulle nucleari), nuclear interactions influence
the tail of the lateral displacements, dose profiles and angular distributions. In active
scanning delivery, the uniform and conformal dose distribution is achieved by the
superposition of thousands of beams and tails are important because they cover the
shadow zone between the beams cores.

Thanks to the high accuracy in dose map computation achievable, MC soft-
wares has been introduced into particle therapy clinics but they are used only for
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recalculation of some treatment plans already elaborated by the commercial TPS
or for research studies. Indeed, the major disadvantage of MC tools that makes
them unusable in clinic routine is their computational inefficiency. The total number
of particles simulated determines the accuracy of an MC dose calculation and an
enormously large number of particles is necessary to yield a desired level of precision.
Over the years, many efforts devoted to accelerating the MC dose calculation process
have been done, such as large-scale computational hardware development and imple-
mentation of simplified algorithms, but it’s only with the recent employment of the
GPUs for solving challenging scientific problems that the possibility of an use of MC
softwares in clinical routines became tangible. Thanks to GPUs high-performance
computing the MC simulation time is hugely reduced.
In the chapter 3 a detailed description of the fast-Monte Carlo software FRED and
its implementation on GPU platform will be given.

1.6 Dose Monitoring
An other important strategy to ensure high quality treatment in particle therapy is
the on-line dose monitoring. Through the detecting of secondary products yielded by
the interaction of primary beam with tissues, the dose distribution can be followed
during the treatment. This on-line measurement has many advantages, first of all in
terms of costs. Infact, it exploits nuclear fragments produced by the beam, hence it
represents a resource “for free” and without any additional damaging dose to the
patient.

Such on-line dose distribution check would allow the possibility of correction
of the plan during the patient irradiation with a significant improvement of the
treatment quality. The main methods currently under study are:

1. The first method proposed is the Positron Emission Tomography (PET). It
exploits the back to back photoproduction of β+ generated mainly by 11C
and 15O produced by nuclear fragmentation. The main disadvantage of such
technique is that the space around the patient in a treatment room does not
allow the installation of a standard PET machine, and a simplified set-up with
a limited number of head-to-head pairs of detector is permitted. This leads to
a reduced acceptance and the quality of the reconstructed image. Furthermore,
the relation between the positions of β+ emitters and of the Bragg Peak is
complex and dependent on the beam type, as can be observed on Figure 1.21.
Despite of many limitations such technique has been used for several clinical
cases at Massachusetts General Hospital and at Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy
Center (HIT).

2. A second technique that goes beyond some of the limitations related to PET,
is the one that explores secondary prompt photons. Such radiation in fact,
shows an emission Bragg Peak-related. Furthermore, since prompt photons
occur within ns after a nuclear de-excitation, this methods is metabolism
independent. The emission spectrum is shown in Figure 1.22. Unfortunately, for
particle therapy applications, Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography
(SPECT) technique cannot be used because of detectors obstruction. Some
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innovative approaches are in progress of study. One of them consists of the
realization of a Compton camera to track the prompt radiation. The basic
principle could be studied using only two position detectors with a good energy
resolution, a scatterer for the detection of recoil electrons and an abosorber
for scattered gammas. The information about the photon direction is then
obtained reconstructing Compton scattering using software algorithms. Such
dose monitoring technique is not still used in clinical routine.

3. A novel technique exploits secondary charged particle (in particular hydrogen
and its isotopes) for Bragg Peak monitoring. Secondary protons emission
is correlated to the beam diffusion, and this allows to use such radiation to
locate the Bragg Peak position, as shown in Figure 1.23. The energy spectrum
range is between 10 MeV ans 150 MeV, but its distribution varies in relation
of the emission angle. The high energy protons production is maximum in
the forward direction with respect to the beam penetration. Moreover, since
charged particles emission profile has a very steep rise (in correspondence
to the patient entry channel), it could be potentially used to verify patient
positioning in real time. To reconstruct such emission profile a possible future
device could be made of a tracker. Moreover, the possibility to measure also
the energy of the track could improve the quality of the reconstruction. A
limitation of this technique is represented by the low statistic at high angle
measurement.

Figure 1.21. Measured β+ activity depth profiles (solid line) for 140 MeV protons (left)
and 259.5 MeV/u carbon ions (right) impinging on a PMMA phantom. The dotted
line shows the calculated relative dose deposition. The main difference between the
two profiles is due to the lack of β+ active projectile fragments of protons. Thus no
maximum activity is observed in correspondence of the maximum dose deposited (in
contrast to carbon ions).

1.7 Comparison between photons, protons and 12C
To summarize all the considerations made so far, a brief comparison between
the radiation treatment techniques will be discussed in this section. Standard X-
ray radiotherapy is currently largely diffused in the clinical routine. It’ used as
complement of surgery to prevent the tumoral cell growth, and for small tumor
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Figure 1.22. On the left: Prompt photons simulated emission shape (solid line) and
relative longitudinal dose deposition (filled area), from Smeets et al.[27]. On the right
neutrons (red dots) and Prompt photons (black dots) measured emission profiles. The
Bragg Peak occurs around 13 cm depth.From Testa et al.[28]

volumes is also efficient a “stand-alone” therapy. Such widespread employment is due
mainly to the improvement of delivery techniques such as the Intensity Modulated
Radiation Therapy (IMRT) mentioned in sec. 1.2.3 that, in part, pass the limitation
of the damaging dose to healthy tissues proper of the original RT. An other important
strength of standard radiotherapy is the facilities cost. Electrons accelerators- from
which x-rays beams are generated- have length of the order of 1m and this means
an extreme simplicity of machine installation and handling. Furthermore, such
machines are industrially produced with costs of few million dollars (2-5), much
lower with respect to protons and carbons accelerators. The costs are, in fact, the
main disadvantage of protons therapy and for carbons is even worst. As discussed
in Sec. 1.3 cyclotrons are used exclusively for proton therapy, they are produced
industrially and the cost of a superconducting cyclotron for medical application
is around 30 Million United States Dollar (MUSD). For carbon acceleration the
technology employed is that of synchrotrons. Such machines, described ins Sec. 1.3,
are more expensive (CNAO synchrotron costed around 106 MUSD), more complex
and the maintenance is more complicated with respect to cyclotrons, but as already
discussed they provide higher energy beams.

On the other hand, carbons show better efficacy in killing tumor cells. In
fact, as debated in Sec. 1.2 carbon ions radiation, if compared with photons
and protons, have an higher Linear Energy Transfer and consequently an higher
ionization density that means that the probability of a double strand break in DNA
is higher. Furthermore, while photons and protons have a similar Relative Biological
Effectivness, carbons have RBE > 1. An other important parameter that further
confirms the better efficacy of carbons with respect to protons and photons is that
they are less influenced by the oxygenation conditions of the tissues irradiated
(OERcarbons ∼ 1, OERprotons < 1).

Finally, a consideration about nuclear secondary products has to be done. Heavy
ions undergo nuclear fragmentation as a consequence of their interaction with the
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Figure 1.23. Charged particles emission profile (solid line) of a 220 MeV/u 12C beam
impinging on a PMMA phantom. The dose released in the PMMA (hatched line) has
been calculated with FLUKA. From Piersanti et al.[29]

patient. This process is harmful form a treatment point of view. Low Z fragments
produced in facts, have longer range, different directions and different RBE with
respect to primary particles. This causes an additional dose to tumor surrounding
area and in particular to tissues located behind the tumor (with respect to the
beam penetration direction). If we observe the Bragg Peak curves of protons and
carbons (Figure 1.1) we can see that after the carbon BP there is a visible tail and
on the contrary, protons nuclear fragmentation is a negligible effect and the relative
depth-dose curve shows a sharp falloff.

In conclusion, protons, carbons and photons have different characteristics in
terms of efficacy, collateral dose and costs. The choice of the “right” technique
to treat the tumor or of the “right” facilities to devise is not obvious. Several
considerations about the economical resources of the institution, the national tumor
statistics, the patient clinical condition and the tumor characteristics must to be
made to get the best compromise.
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Chapter 2

Interaction of heavy charged
particles

When charged particles cross matter, they suffer many collisions and interactions
with atomic electrons and nuclei. These interactions cause a double effect on primary
projectiles:

1. inelastic collisions with atomic electrons and nuclear interactions make the
particles lose energy and- in the second case- secondary fragments are produced.

2. electrostatic forces due to the passage of charged particles nearby atomic
electrons and nucleus change the direction of the projectiles.

For what concerns the energy loss, the most important contribute is due to
collision with atomic electrons, since their mass is much smaller with respect to
protons or heavier ions1. Because of electromagnetic force, electrons can take up an
appreciable amount of energy from the incident particle, the effects on the atom are
mainly two, and they depend on the closeness of the interaction:

• the electron can rise up to a higher-lying shell within the atom, that moves
into an excited state;

• the electron is completely removed from the atom, that remains ionized.

The maximum energy that can be transferred to an electron of mass me in a
single collision from a charged particle of mass mp with a kinetic energy Ep, to which
the Lorenz factor γ and the normalized velocity β correspond, is equal to:

εmax = 2meβ
2γ2

1 + 2γme/mp + (me/mp)2 (2.1)

For a particle much heavier than an electron, such as protons, this quantity is
about εmax = 4Epme/mp and it corresponds to about 1/500 of the particle energy
per nucleon, so it is quite small. On the other hand, many collisions occur per unit
path length, so a substantial energy loss is observed even for thin layers of material,
producing a continuous decrease of particle’s velocity until it is stopped.

1melectron ∼= 9, 11× 10−31 and mproton ∼= 1, 67× 10−27kg
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The large number of collisions per unit path length has as consequence a statistical
fluctuation of the energy release around the average value.

The mean energy loss per unit path length is called stopping power, while the
energy loss fluctuations are described by the energy straggling theory.

The Coulomb Scattering is a process in which charged particles suffers an elastic
collision with atomic nuclei. Since target nuclei are usually much heavier than protons
or carbon ions, the scattering angle at each collision is very small. Nevertheless,
the large number of nuclear elastic collisions undergone by particles produces an
appreciable change on the particles direction, in particular in the case of protons,
named Multiple Coulomb Scattering.

An other important processes that characterizes the interaction of heavy particles
with matter is represented by the inelastic nuclear reactions. The charged particle,
in our case the proton, goes inside the nucleus and pull out some one or more
components with consequent production of secondary fragments that can be protons,
neutrons and heavier fragments such as alpha particles. The primary particle losts
a significant amount of energy and its initial direction is deflected, even to large
angles. This process is much less probable with respect to the Coulomb scattering
so that, while the effect of above mentioned processes are considered "continuous",
nuclear inelastic events produce a "discrete" effect on the particle transport. Despite
the low probability of nuclear interaction, the significant contribution of a single
fragmentation event implies the need to take into consideration also this processes
and to implement nuclear models in a Monte Carlo transport code.

In this chapter, the main theories about the processes afore mentioned will be
depicted.

2.1 Stopping power
As enunciated in the introduction, the stopping power (SP) is the average energy lost
by the proton per unit path length. It was first calculated by Bohr using classical
mechanics while Jackson has evaluated a simplified version [30], followed by the
quantum mechanics approach of Bethe and Ashkin [3].

The processes that make the primary particle lose its energy can be related
to electronic or nuclear interactions. The stopping power takes into account both
contributes and it depends on the properties of incident particles and of the materials
traversed.

2.1.1 Bethe-Bloch Formula

Jackson [30] expressed the Bohr classical formula as follows:

− dE

dx
= 4πz2e4

mec2 Ne ln γ
2mev

3

ze2ν̄
(2.2)

where: z is the incident particle charge, e is the electron charge, ν̄ is the average
orbital frequency and v is the particle velocity, Z is the atomic number and Ne

the electronic density, both related to the crossed medium. One limitation of this
formula is due to the absence quantum effect, particularly important in case of light
charged particles, like protons.
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A complete quantum mechanical calculation has been performed by Bethe, Bloch
and other authors[3]:

− dE

dx
[MeV] = 4πNar

2
emec

2ρ
Z

A

z2

β2

[
1
2 ln 2mec

2γ2εmax
I2 − β2 − δ(βγ)

2 − C

Z

]
(2.3)

where Na is the Avogadro’s number and re the classical electron radius.

I is the mean excitation potential expressed in eV and it is defined as the average
orbital frequency from Bohr’s formula 2.2 multiplied by the Planck’s constant ν̄h. It
is a very important parameter, and an incorrect evaluation could bring to significant
errors in the computation of the SP. Theoretically it is a logarithmic average of
µ̄ weighted by so-called oscillator strengths of the atomic levels. Unfortunately,
these oscillators strengths are unknown for many materials so the mean excitation
potential is very difficult to evaluate and it is usually determined experimentally for
each element or material.

A semi-empirical method to compute I is described by the following equations:

I = 12Z + 7 for Z < 13 (2.4)

I = 9.76Z + 5.58Z−0.19 for Z ≥ 13 (2.5)

For liquid water, I it’s set to 77 eV.

δ(βγ) is the density correction to ionization energy loss. It becomes important
at high energies because along the path of the incident particles, their the electric
field tends to polarize target atoms encountered. Therefore, all the collisions with
the outer electrons will contribute less to the total energy loss than predicted by the
equation 2.2. In Figure 2.1 the effect on the Bohr formula of the density correction
is shown. As it can be noticed the contribution of the density correction term is
negligible at low energies, while for energies greater than 1GeV it becomes important.

C represents the shells correction to ionization energy loss. The contribution
of this factor is significant at low energies, when the particle velocity is equal or
even lower than the velocity of orbital electrons. In this case the assumption made
to develop both the Jackson 2.2 and the Bethe-Bloch 2.3 formulas, that is the
stationarity of the orbital electron with respect to the incident particle is not valid
anymore.

In Figure 2.2 the Stopping Power is plotted as a function of the particle energy.
At low energies the dominant contribute in Bethe-Bloch formula is due to the 1/β2

factor, and the trend is decreasing until the minimum around 0.96c. This point is
where particle is referred as Minimum Ionization Particle (MIP). From the MIP
point, the factor 1/β2 remains almost constant, the logarithmic factor prevails and
makes the SP increasing as particle energy increases, while the density correction
compensates the relativistic rise and reduces the slope. As it can observed from the
Figure 2.2 and as it can be deduced from the equation 2.3, the SP is also dependent
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Figure 2.1. Comparison of Bethe-Bloch formula with (solid line) and without (dashed line)
density correction fro copper. From Leo [31]

on the particle charge and on the electron density of the material. Indeed, SP rises
as the charge increases and as the electron density is greater.

To link all the considerations made on SP with the Bragg curve shown in Figures
1.1 and 1.3, we can observe that while a particle penetrates a material it goes from
low SP values to greater SP (after passed the MIP point). Looking at the diagram
in Figure 2.2, in tranversing the material, the particle proceeds from the right to
the left. This means that while at the entrance channel it loses few energy per unit
path length, then the relative energy loss increases considerably until its velocity
becomes particularly low. Indeed, at the end of the path the particle is slow enough
to have a velocity comparable with atomic electrons and this promotes target atoms
ionization with consequent reduction of the Stopping Power.

2.2 Energy Straggling
When protons pass through the matter they suffer inelastic collisions with atomic
electrons that cause primary particle energy loss. The average energy release per unit
path length is definied by the Bethe-Bloch formula [3]. The interactions of protons
with atomic nuclei have statistical nature, for this reason the energy lost by a proton
in a layer of material is not exactly equal to the SP multiplied by the thickness
crossed, but it is distributed in a straggling probability energy function whose shape
and characteristics depends on the particle energy and material properties.

For a large number of ionization events, that means for thick absorbers, the
straggling distribution is Gaussian. For thin thickness the number of ionization
events is not high enough to consider the distribution gaussian and the probability
function becomes skewed and develops a tail at higher energies.

In particular the parameter that allows to distinguish the energy straggling
regime is k.
It is computed as follows:
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Figure 2.2. Stopping power as a function of the energy for different type of particles. From
Leo [31]

k = ξ

εmax
(2.6)

where ξ = 153.4z2Zρδz
β2A keV and εmax is the maximum energy transferable in a

single collision computed with the Equation 2.1.

2.2.1 Thick absorber regime

When the number of collision is high, that means for relative thick layers of crossed
material, the energy loss distribution is a Gaussian function centered in the value
given by the Bethe-Bloch formula. The standard deviation of the function is
computed as follows [5]:

Ω2 = 0.0855ρδzTemax
β2

(
1− 1

2β
2
)
MeV (2.7)

.

2.2.2 Thin abosrber regime

For k < 1.0 the distribution of energy loss is not Gaussian. In fact, because of
the small number of the collisions, the probability of high energy transfer is not
negligible, and this leads to the presence of a long tail to the high energy side of
the distribution. Landau [4] was the first to develop a model for very thin layers
(k ≤ 0.01). He formulated an universal expression to be computed numerically:

f(ε, δx) = 1
ξ
φ(λ) (2.8)

where
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φ(λ) = 1
2πi

∫ c+i∞

c−i∞
exp(u+ ln(u) + λu)du c ≥ 0

λ = ε− ε̄
ξ
− γ′ − β2 − ln ξ

Emax
(2.9)

γ = 0.5771215...(Euler’s constant)

γ′ = 1− γ

ε̄ = average energy loss

ε = actual energy loss

In Landau’s theory there is one crucial restriction: the average value of the
distribution is infinite and if the number of steps is large the average fluctuation
could be greater than zero. One solution to this problem is to set a maximum value
of extracted variable λ to be accepted.
A more accurate straggling distribution that solves also the infinite average energy
issue was derived by Vavilov [6]. He worked out the following expression for the
energy loss distribution:

f(ε, δf) = 1
ξ
φv
(
λv, k, β

2
)

(2.10)

where (
λv, k, β

2
)

= 1
1πi

∫ c+i∞

c−i∞
φ(s) expλsds c ≥ 0

φ(s) = exp
[
k(1 + β2γ)

]
exp [ψ(s)] ,

ψ(s) = s ln k+(s+β2k) [ln s/k + E1(s/k)]−k exp−s/k, E1(z) = exponential integral

Vavilov variable λv is related to λ by the relation: λv = k(λ+ log k).

Figure 2.3. Vavilov distributions for different values of k. For comparison also the Landau
function is shown, it is indicated With the letter "L". From Leo[31]
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2.3 Range
When a target is thick enough to let the particles lose all their initial energy and
stop, the mean distance traveled by the ions is called range. As the Stopping Power
depends on the particle kinetic energy so the range does. The range can be computed
by integrating the inverse of the stopping power in the full energy spectrum of the
incident particle:

R(Ep) =
∫ Ep

0

[
dE′

dx

]−1
dE′ (2.11)

Beacuse of Multiple Coulomb Scattering- that will be described in the following
section- particles continuously change their direction, so the depth at which the
particle stops is not precisely equal to the particle range.

To study the relation between the range and particle type for a fixed material
we differentiate the relation: E = mpγc

2 respect to β:

dE

dβ
= mpc

2 β

1− β2

3
2

= mpg(β)

where g(β) is a function of β.
For a fixed material, the stopping power is a function only of the charge and the

velocity: dE/dx = z2f(β), so we can express the range as follows:

R(E) = mp

z2

∫ β

0

g(β)
f(β)dβ = mp

z2 h(β). (2.12)

where h(β) is a function that depends only on the initial velocity (β) of the particle.
From the obtained equation 2.12 we can conclude that, for a fixed material and

a fixed beam energy (MeV/u), the range scales with a factor mp/z
2 (or A/z2). In

Figure 2.4 the range as a function of the incident energy is plotted for different
particles.

Figure 2.4. Mean ranges as a function of the initial energy for different ions. From Schardt
et al.[14]
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2.4 Multiple Coulomb scattering
Whenever a traveling particle undergoes a large successions of processes that cause
a change of direction we speak about multiple scattering.

For charged particles the multiple scattering is dominated by electrostatic or
Coulombian forces and for these reasons the theory on charged particles deflection
is named multiple Coulomb scattering.

Several authors treated the theory of multiple scattering of charged particles in
the small-angles approximations. The main work is due to Molière (1948)[32], to
which many corrections and improvements followed, such as Snyder and Scott (1949),
Fano (1954), Cooper and Rainwater (1955), Ter-Mikayelian (1959). Goudsmith
and Sauderson (1940) instead developed a theory valid for any angles, and Lewis
(1950)[33] used the Legendre polynomials of the Saunderson and Goudsmit [34]
model in the small-angle range.

2.4.1 Molière model

Molière[32] theory is algebraically complicated and the complete treatise would
require a very long derivation. We will limit the dissertation to a simple case, which
involves some assumptions:

• the target crossed by protons beam is composed by a single element (with
atomic number Z and atomic weight A);

• the thickness of the material is thin at such level that the energy of the proton
can be approximately considered to be constant;

• the scattering angle θ with respect to the initial direction of the proton is
small, in order to can approximate sin θ with θ

We will compute the distribution of θ of protons traveling in a target of thickness
t (expressed in g/cm2), where t is much less than the proton range in the specific
material.

Before to express the Moliére model for the theta distribution function, some
important quantities have to be defined.

The characteristic single scattering angle χc is given by:

χ2
c = c3t

(pv)2 (2.13)

where p and v are the particle momentum and velocity, respectively. The quantity
c3 is defined as follows:

c3 = 4πNA

(
e2

h̄c
(h̄c)2

)
(h̄c)2 z

2Z2

A
(2.14)

where NA is the Avogadro’s number (∼ 6.022× 1023),
(
e2

h̄c(h̄c)
2
)
∼ 1/137 is the fine

structure constant, and (h̄c) is the usual conversion factor (∼ 197 × 10−13 MeV).
The physical meaning of χc is that on average a proton suffers exactly one single
scatter greater than χc traversing the target.
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Another important parameter is the screening angle χa, it can be computed with
the following equation:

χ2
a = χ2

0(1.13 + 3.7α2) (2.15)

where:
χ2

0 = c2

(pc)2 (2.16)

and α is the Born parameter, defined as follows:

α2 = c1
β2 (2.17)

The constants c1 and c2 can be obtained with:

c1 =
[(

e2

h̄c

)
zZ

]2

(2.18)

c2 =
[

1
0.885

(
e2

h̄c

)
(mec

2)Z1/3
]2

(2.19)

The screening angle represents the value at which the single scattering cross
section, that follows the Rutherford low (∝ 1/θ4) stabilizes because of the screening
effect of atomic electrons of the nuclear charge.

Moreover, the parameter b consists on the natural logarithm of the effective
number of collisions occurring in the target:

b = ln
(

χ2
c

1.167χ2
a

)
(2.20)

The reduced target thickness is described by the equation:

B − lnB = b (2.21)

and it can be solved by standard numerical algorithms. In the proton therapy range
of interest, B is almost proportional to b.

Finally, the Molière’s characteristic multiple scattering angle is defined by the
following equation:

θM = 1√
2

(χc
√

(B)) (2.22)

Defining a reduced angle
θ′ = θ

χc
√

(B)
(2.23)

Molière approximated the theta distribution function f(θ) by a power series in 1/B:

f(θ) = 1
2πθ2

M

1
2

[
f (0)(θ′) + f (1)(θ′)

B
+ f (2)(θ′)

B2

]
(2.24)

where:
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f (n)(θ′) = 1
n!

∫ ∞
0

ydyJ0(θ′y)ey2/4
(
y2

4 ln y
2

4

)n
(2.25)

while f (0) is a Gaussian:

f (0)(θ′) = 2e−θ2 (2.26)

The foregoing equations, with Bethe’s improved tables for f (1) and f (2) [38] allow
to compte the distibution function f(θ) for a thin layer of material composed by
a single element with atomic number Z >> 1 and with small energy loss for the
proton. I refer to the literature for compound mixtures and generic energy loss [32].

To generalize to the low-Z elements two different approaches have been followed
in the literature. The first one is due to Bethe and it is a simply substitution of the
Z2 term in the Molière function with the term (Z(Z + 1)).

The second method has been developed by Fano [41]. It gives a correction of the
factor b and it is more complicated with respect to the Bethe approach. Molière-Fano
theory fits experimental data of proton beams from 1MeV to 200 GeV for a wide
variety of materials and thickness at few percent level.

Observing the form of the Equation 2.21 we can certify that B is proportional to
the natural logarithm of the normalized target thickness, and the proportionality
coefficient depends on the material. In figure 2.5 the angular distribution as a
function of the reduced angle (2.23) and of B is shown. As it can be observed, the
dependence of B is weak.

Figure 2.5. Molière distribution function for different values of B. The dashed line represents
the term f (0), that is a Gaussian function. Inset: the function trends near the origin.
From B. Gottschalk et al[39]
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2.4.2 The Gaussian approximation

From the inset of the Figure 2.5 we can observe how for small angles the Gaussian
(that in the plot would be a straight line) is a good representation of the θ distribution,
but not simply keeping f (0).

Because of the contribution of higher order expansion functions of the Molière
model (Equation 2.24) even at small angle, the amplitude of the first Gaussian f (0)

is too high to be a good standalone distribution model. Hanson et al.[40] proposed
to use the following width parameter:

θ0 = θH = 1√
2

(χc
√
B − 1.2) (2.27)

This formula, even if accurate, is time consuming because it still requires the
full Molière computation to be evaluated. In 1975, Highland [35] parameterized
the full Molière-Bethe-Hanson theory with a simple formula that has an accuracy
comparable to the Hanson theory. The expression of Highland equation will be
debated in the next subsection.

2.4.3 Highland formula

The first approximation of Molière formula is a Gaussian. In cylindrical coordinates
it can be expressed as follows:

f(θ) = 1
2πθ2

0
exp− 1

2
(
θ2

θ2
0

) (2.28)

As debated, the parameter θM related to the first gaussian approximation of the
Molière model, defined in Equation 2.22, is not a good parameter if used in a single
Gaussian approximation.

A substantially better model for the core Gaussian was developed by Hanson
and the formula for the standard deviation has been indicated (2.27). To compute
the θH parameter is necessary to perform the full computation of Molière equation
and this aspect makes the Hanson model unusable in the proton therapy purposes
because of the large computing time required.

Highland [35] developed a formula much faster to be evaluated than Hanson and
with a comparable accuracy. He based his model on the observation that the target
properties such as Z and A appears in the Molière theory in the same combination
as they do in the radiation length LR expression.

The expression of the variance θ0 of the single gaussian approximation given by
Highland is:

θ0 = 14.1MeV

pv

√
L

LR

[
1 + 1

9 log
(
L

LR

)]
rad (2.29)

where L is the scatterer thickness. The radiation length LR is known for many
materials and can be easily read from tables.

Despite its simplicty, Highland formula revealed to be very accurate. In Fig-
ure 2.6 a comparison of theoretical values computed with Highland equation and
experimental data obtained for different materials is shown.
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Figure 2.6. Highland function (solid lines) compared to experimental data (points) obtained
for a 158.6 MeV proton beam in different materials and a t different thickness (divided
by the proton range for that material) x/R1. From Gottschalk et al.[39]

The expression of Highland is valid only for thin scatterer layers, but it can be
extended to thick targets integrating over the target and adding contributions in
quadrature:

θ0 = 14.1z
(

1 + 1
9 log L

LR

)
×
[∫ L

0

1
pv

dt′

LR

]1/2

(2.30)

The main limitation of the Highland formula is that it completely misses infor-
mation about tails of the distribution.

2.5 Nuclear reactions
With respect to electromagnetic interactions in the collision with atomic electrons,
nuclear reactions are much less probable. However, they effects are significant
especially at large penetration depths.

When a projectile hits a nucleus, prompt light particles are emitted and the
excited nucleus can break-up producing secondary particles that can have different
natures. This is the non-elastic nuclear collision.

In an elastic collision, the nucleus is mildly excited and its effects can be ignored.
The primary protons are scattered, with small angle.

Secondary fragments have much lower energies and larger angles with respect
to the primary proton. This leads to a deposit of a portion of the energy in the
reaction site and a loss of the energy that because of neutral charge of neutrons can
be deposited far away from the interaction point.

To describe the different nuclear interaction types, we can use ICRU 63 [12]
definitions:

• An elastic nuclear reaction is an interaction where the incident particle scatters
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Secondary p d t γ 3He α Recoils n
% energy 57 1.6 0.2 16 0.2 2.9 1.6 20

Table 2.1. Percentage energy with respect to the initial primary energy (150 MeV) of
a proton beam hitting 16O. From Seltzer [42]. d and t are deuterium and tritium
respectively.

off the target nucleus and the total kinetic energy of the system is conserved.
An example of elastic nuclear reaction is the following:

p+16 O→ p+16 O or 16O(p, p)16O (2.31)

• On the contrary, in a non elastic nuclear reaction the total kinetic energy is
not conserved. As consequence target nucleus can breakup, can be excited
or a particle transfer reaction can occur. A nonelastic reaction could be the
following:

p+16 O→ p+ p+15 N or 16O(p, 2p)15N (2.32)

where even if 15N nucleus is in the ground state, a certain amount of energy
has been used to extract proton from the nucleus.

• A specific case of non elastic reaction is the inelastic nuclear interaction, in
which the total kinetic energy of the system is not conserved but the target
nucleus state does not change. For instance:

p+16 O→ p+16 O∗ or 16O(p, p)16O∗ (2.33)

where the symbols ∗ indicates the excited state.

Protons generated by the beam source in the accelerator are called primaries.
Everytime a non elastic nuclear reaction occurs, new traveling particles (or fragments)
are generated from the break up of the target nucleus. All the particles appearing
after a nonelastic interaction are called secondaries, even the primary proton that
originally hit the nucleus, because it is unrecognizable from secondary fragments.

2.5.1 Nonelastic reactions

In proton therapy field, energy range of protons is from few tens of MeV up to 250
MeV and targets are biological tissues composing human body. In this context,
secondary fragments that can be produced are protons, deuterons, neutrons, γ rays,
heavier ions such alpha and recoils nucleus.

Seltzer [42] studied the fraction of energy given to all the secondaries produced
by a 150 MeV proton beam. In table 2.1 the percentage energy given in a nonelastic
nuclear reaction to the secondary fragments is listed.

As we can observe, most of the energy goes to protons, neutrons and γ. The
amount of energy to heavier ions is low (about 3%) but their contribute to the dose
is not negligible because they have a high LET (see Section ??) and so an higher
RBE (see Section ??) with respect to protons.
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Seltzer [42] studied the RBE enhancement of secondaries and it found that the
main contribution is given by secondary low energy protons. While the high RBE of
heavy fragments is in part trade off by the small amount of energy transferred to
them.

The secondaries direction angles with respect to the beam penetration direction
can be quite large (up to 90◦ and even more), and this entails a contribution to the
beam lateral spread and consequently to the dose lateral diffusion.

Nonelastic cross sections The cross sections related to nuclear nonelastic reac-
tions of protons with nucleus are not easy to be evaluated and many study on their
prediction are in progress.

Janni [43] combined theoretical models with experimental data to evaluate the
nonelastic collision cross sections of protons with many elements. In Figure 2.7 the
cross section related to the proton nonelastic reaction proton-exygen is plotted as a
function of the proton range in water.

Figure 2.7. Total nonelastic cross section of oxygen as a function of the proton range.
From Paganetti[44]

To obtain the total probability of interaction the integral of the nonelastic cross
section over the range have to be computed. In Figure 2.8 the probability of nuclear
nonelastic interaction of proton in water is shown.

As we can observe from Figure 2.7, the cross section in the proton therapy
energies keeps constant until the final part of its path, were it almost double.

In Figure 2.9 another interesting aspect related to nuclear interaction can be
observed: the so-called Nuclear Buildup. In the initial segment (few centimeters) of
the longitudinal energy profile of a proton beam in water, we can observe a short
buildup. The physical meaning of this trend is the achievement by protons of the
longitudinal equilibrium after which their nuclear fragments production is nearly
constant (except for the Bragg Peak region where it considerably increases.
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Figure 2.8. total probability of nuclear interaction for a proton beam in water. For example,
for a proton of 150 MeV (range about 15.7 g/cm2 ) the probability of a nonelastic reaction
before it stops is ∼ 16%.From Paganetti[44]

Figure 2.9. Nuclear buildup in a longitudinal dose profile of a 225 MeV in water.
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Chapter 3

Implementation of geometry
and physics models into the
fast-Monte Carlo FRED code

3.1 Introduction
As mentioned in the section 1.5, in the field of Treatment Planning System for
particle therapy there are two aspects to consider:

• the accuracy in the computation of the dose distribution. This translates
into the necessity of detailed models of physical phenomena and precise re-
construction of the patient anatomy in terms of organs’ geometry and tissue
composition;

• the calculation time. A short computing time is essential in particle therapy
because it affects the accuracy of the computation and so the efficacy of the
treatment. In fact, the high conformal dose distribution of PT asks for a very
accurate computation of the treatment plan, because even a small shift of few
millimeters could translate into a serious damage to a healthy organ and into
the preservation of the tumor. The morphology of the patient can quickly
transform depending on possible weight change, different hydration conditions
or simply during the breath motion. Then, even a high accurate computation
of dose map resulting from the treatment plan on the original CT, could be
affected by errors due to unforeseeable anatomic changes. For this reason a
short computing time would reduce the systematic errors and leads to a quick
check of the TPS and considerably improve the efficacy of the treatment.

To optimize this two contrasting aspects, a fast-Monte Carlo tool named FRED
has been developed. It employs Monte Carlo algorithm to simulate the interaction
of beams with tissues and the physics models and processes simulated are simplified,
for this reason it is called fast. As it will be described in detail in the following
sections, the physical processes reproduced are those that give the most contribution
in the dose maps. They are: stopping power and energy straggling for the energy
deposition, multiple coulomb and nuclear scattering for the beam lateral aperture
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and nuclear interactions for secondary fragments production. For some of these
processes cross sections calculations have been substituted by simplified models
obtained by fitting full-Monte Carlo simulation histograms1. In other cases, physics
model approximations have been taken from the literature.

In the next sections all the implemented models are described and relative plots
of dose dostributions in comparison with full Monte Carlo simulations and- in some
cases- experimental data are shown.

3.2 Monte Carlo algorithm
Monte Carlo (MC) calculations are a standard tool in several areas of research, and
particularly in physics. This name is used to refer to any technique in which complex
models are evaluated by generating successive random samples and interpreting
statistically the global result after numerous iterations. This technique dates back
to the 40s, it has been developed in the framework of the Manhattan Project, and
owes its name to the famous casino in Monaco [45].

Even if born in the frame of gamble, MC is now used in a variety of contexts,
including for instance economics: it is fact today at the base of risk measurements
computation, portfolios sensitivity evaluation and so on. MC simulations are essential
for problems that are analytically unsolvable and for which experimentation is too
time-consuming, too costly, or impractical.

In particle physics, the main application of this method is to simulate particle
transport and interactions in media. From the knowledge of the physics of the
elementary collision processes (which accuracy strongly influences the one of the
entire technique), MC simulations actually create and track a high number of primary
particles, as wall as the secondaries created in interactions.

A certain amount of information (depending of the desired detail of the study
undertaken) is than stored and analyzed. The main advantage of this approach is
that it allows to study various different configurations (for example geometries or
primary particles) before (or even without) doing specific measurements.

The other use of simulations is to support experimental data comprehension, by
helping to recognize unexpected structures and phenomena.

In parallel, MC techniques find wide applications even in medicine, and in par-
ticular in nuclear medicine. Each radio-therapeutic treatment is in fact preceded
by MC simulations aimed at verifying the exact localization of energy deposition
within the body.

An analog Monte Carlo algorithm for particles transport would involve the
simulation collision-by-collison underwent by each particle. But this methods requires
very long computing times because each proton undoergoes a large number of collision
(about 106 per cm2). For this reason in FRED we adopted a Class II condensed
history algorithm [50] where the proton transport is performed in steps within a
large number of Coulomb interactions occurs. The particle is tracked from the source
to the end of its range and the track is obtained as the sum of the steps, whose
length is limited by different criteria:

1all the full-Monte Carlo simulations in this work have been performed with FLUKA[55]
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• geometric limitator: each step can not cross the border of two adjacent voxels
so the maximum length walkable is the distance from the particle position to
the voxel border;

• energy limitator: the energy loss for each step can not exceed the 1% of the
particle energy, in order to allow the approximation of constant mean energy
loss along a single step;

• discrete event limitator: if along the step a nuclear inelastic interaction occurs,
the end of the step is set to the interaction point.

The energy and the direction of the proton after a single step are sampled from
distributions whose shapes and parameters are dependent on the energy and on the
thickness crossed and they are defined step by step.

The transport starts with the generation of a proton with an initial kinetic
energy defined by the user, that enters into the simulation mesh. Then, as said,
the transport proceeds in steps. To evaluate the effects of the interactions occurred
within a single step on the proton energy and direction, the energy loss and the
scattering angle are evaluated according to the related distributions. In particular:

• The mean energy loss is defined by the stopping power and depends on the
proton energy and on the material properties. The energy released by the
particle in the voxel is then sampled around the mean value from a distribution.
The shape of the distribution is Gaussian for thick steps (where a large number
of collision occurs) or it is described by the Landau-Vavilov theory for thin
step.

• The proton changes the trajectory direction each time it undergoes an inter-
action. The resulting proton path is a fragmented line. In the code, inside a
single step the path is considered straight and the scattering angle, that is the
angle between the direction at the beginning of the step and the direction at
the end, is sampled.

• Finally, for each step the cross sections of elastic and inelastic reactions of
protons with nuclei is computed. This interactions are treated as discrete
events. So, if a nuclear reaction occurs, the related secondary products are
computed and different approaches are adopted in relation to the type of the
secondary particle produced.

In the following section, details on models implemented for the above-mentioned
processes are described.

3.3 Physics models implementation
As disclosed in the introduction of this chapter, FRED is a fast-Monte Carlo tool.
The epithet fast indicates that the physics implemented in the code and the models
used are simplified with respect to the theory and optimized for the proton therapy
purpose. In a full- Monte Carlo software- like Fluka[55] or Geant4[62]- most of
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the physics related to the interaction of particle with matter is implemented it is
considered general purpose in the particle physics field.

The aim of FRED project is to develop a tool purposely for optimization and
recalculation of a treatment plan for proton therapy. To reduce the computing time
without losing in accuracy of the dose map computation, the physics implemented has
been reduced to the processes with a significant contribute to the dose deposition in
the proton therapy context. The energy range for proton beam used for therapeutic
aims is from 30 MeV for surface tumors up to 250 MeV for deep cancers (38 cm depth
in water). In this interval of values the main processes that substantially affect the
dose are: stopping power and relative energy loss straggling, the nuclear interactions,
and the multiple coulomb scattering due to electrostatic forces originated in the
interaction of protons with atomic electrons.

There is an ample variety of low energy process that would enormously slow
down the computation algorithm without giving a significant contribute to the
dose map that are therefore neglected. Some of these processes are: delta rays
production, neutrons transport, photons production, and so on. In Figure 3.1 the
dose distributions of a 150 MeV pencil beam obtained in a water phantom by turning
on (top) and off (center) such processes are shown. As we can observe, the difference
between the two distribution (bottom) never exceeds 0.1% of the maximum dose.
Such difference has been computed in relation with the mean of the dose with all
physics on and the other with the "simplified” physics: DoseAllOn−DoseSecP rodOff

1/2∗(DoseAllOn+DoseSecP rodOff ) .
In the following sections the methods, the equations and the models implemented

in the FRED code for the different processes will be described.

Figure 3.1. Full Monte Carlo dose maps with all physics on (up) and with production of
neutrons and photons turned off (center). Down: relative difference.
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3.3.1 Stopping Power

The mean energy lost per unit distance traveled by the proton, also called Stopping
Power (SP), is described by the Bethe model. The equation 2.3 has been explained
in Section 2.1.1. As discussed, the SP depends on the particle energy T, mass m
and charge Z, and on the material properties such as the electron density Ne and
the mean excitation potential I.

In a Monte Carlo algorithm, the computation of the mean energy lost for each
step using the Bethe- Bloch formula would require a long computing time. For this
reason, in FRED the SP is implemented by a sampling of the the equation, and by
indexing the values in a table as a function of the particle kinetic energy. Values are
taken from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) database[59].

For each step of the particle tracked, the mean energy lost ∆̄E is obtained by an
interpolation of the SP multiplied by the step length l, by the density of the voxel ρ
and by the electron density correction factor ρe, obtained through the conversion
from Hounsfield Unit to real material that will be described in Sec. 3.4.2:

∆̄E = SP(Ek,l)× l × ρ× ρe (3.1)

The value computed is then corrected according to the energy straggling distri-
bution, that will be depicted later.

The Stopping Power equation affects the Bragg Peak position. To evaluate the
accuracy of the method the position of the BP have been compared with full Monte
Carlo simulations. In Figure 3.2 the results of this test are shown. As it can be seen,
the relative error doesn’t exceed the 0.14 % (left). On the right the absolute error is
shown and as we can observe, it is not greater than few tenth of millimeter. Typical
dimensions of CT voxels are arount 2 millimeters, so the absolute error is negligible.
Therefore, we can conclude that the method results effective.
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Figure 3.2. Relative percentage (left) and absolute (right) error of BP position between
FRED and FLUKA simulations as a function of beam energy.
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3.3.2 Energy straggling

As discussed in Section 2.1, the stopping power represents the mean energy lost
by ionization events of protons crossing a certain thickness of matter. Because
of statistical fluctuation, the energy loss distribution is not a Dirac delta function
peaked at the SP value, but a broad distribution whose shape depends on the number
of ionization events underwent by the particle.

In particle transport, when the proton travels a step with a thickness such that
k > 1 (see Sec. 2.2) we are in thick absorber regime. The number of ionization
events is high and the relative energy loss distribution can be considered Gaussian.
The standard deviation is computed with the formula 2.7 and the energy is sampled
from the distribution.

When the step is short enough to obtain a k < 1, we are in thin absorber
regime and the distribution for energy loss is described by Landau-Vavilov functions.
The computation of analytic Vavilov solution 2.10 is large time-consuming, for this
reason a lot of approximated models have been developed for Monte-Carlo codes
implementation. In the present work, the distribution function of energy loss in thin
thickness has been modeled with a logarithmic-normal function:

LN (λv) = 1
(λv − θ)

√
2πσ

exp−
(ln(λv−θ

m ))
2σ2 (3.2)

The choice of such function has been motivated by its shape similar to Landau
function and by the easy extraction algorithm that lets to considerably reduce
computation time. In Figure 3.4 an example of Landau-Vavilov model fit with a
logarithmic-normal function is shown.

Starting from Vavilov and Landau functions for a series of values of β2 and k, we
found the optimized logarithmic normal function parameters set to fit the original
distribution. In particular, the β2 range is from 10−3 to 0.4, while k range is from
10−3 to 1. The logarithmic normal parameters σ and m have then plotted as a
function of β2 and k and fitted as well. In Figure 3.3 fits of σ and m are shown.
As it can be observed, at the value k = 0.3 Vavilov function shape, and so the fit
parameters change trend.

For this reason a double fit for each parameter is performed, one below the
threshold and one above. The resulting fitting functions are:

• for 0.3 ≤ k ≤ 1.0:

σ(k) = 0.278659k2 − 0.56619k + 0.471539 (3.3)

m(k, β2) = −1.81794β2 − 0.3069k2 + 0.779469k + 5.19963

• for 0.0 ≤ k < 0.3:

σ(k) = −0.2757k2 − 1.20301k + 0.740115 (3.4)

m(k, β2) = −0.685β2 + 13.46k2 − 2.3469k + 4.07441

θ parameter is then computed in order to set the mean of the energy fluctuation
δε = ε̄− ε equal to zero.

The energy deposition ∆E is computed with the following method:
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Figure 3.3. Left: fit functions of σ parameters as a function of k. Right: fit functions of m
parameter as a function of k and β2

• a random number u is extracted from a Gaussian distribution with standard
deviation equal to σ

• the parameter e is computed by adding to u the logarithm of m (e = u+ lnm)

• Landau variable λL is sampled using λv = exp e+ θ

• then Vavilov variable λV is derived (λL = (λL + ln k)k)

• ∆E is finally obtained by inverting the formula 2.9 (∆E = λv + k(1 + β2 −
0.577))Temax;).

Figure 3.4. Black line: Energy loss distribution of a 125 MeV proton beam in a 1.5 mm
layer of water (k=0.2). Red line: logarithmic normal function fit

3.3.3 Multiple Coulomb Scattering

In section 2.4 the main theories on MCS have been presented. The Molière theory-
together with the Scott solution- represents the reference model for the scattering
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processes due to electrostatic forces. The complexity of the differential equations,
that results into long computing times for the resolution, leads to the need of
approximated models.

In FRED, the angular MCS distributions have been obtained by fitting Monte
Carlo histograms. In particular, the quantities whose distributions have been fitted
and implemented in the code are the projected angles θx and θy, from which the
polar and the azimuthal angles θ and β are derived. In figure Fig.3.6 all the angles
afore mentioned are described.

For the MCS models we made the assumption of small scattering angles. Indeed,
because of the small thickness of crossed voxels the scattering angles are small
enough to justify the the following approximations:

θx = θ sin β

θy = θ cosβ

θ =
√
θ2
x + θ2

y

This assumption is not valid in the whole particle path. In proximity of the
Bragg Peak the proton has low energy, and even for small steps the scattering angle
can be large. But at the end of the path the particle travels very short distance
before stop, and often the length of the "large scattering angle" path is less then the
voxel dimension and the large angle effect can not be noted.

Following the Monte Carlo approach, for each step of the tracked proton, the
scattering projected angles are sampled. The distribution is computed as a function of
the current particle energy and of the thickness of crossed material. The parameters
of the distribution are derived by performing a bi-linear interpolation into a 2D
matrix, built using fits of histograms obtained with FLUKA simulations.

The range of fitted energies has been divided into equal intervals of 5 MeV,
from 1 MeV to 236 MeV. The step length range has been divided into logarithmic
intervals of amplitude 0.1 from 1µm(−4.0) to 1cm(1.0). The choice of the ranges
and of the different partitions is motivated by the fact that, while the energy range
is limited in a defined interval the step range has not a inferior limit and lengths
traveled can reach value up to micrometers and below. On the contrary the energy
range is circumscribed into a defined interval ([0.1MeV, 240MeV ]). In Figure 3.5 the
distribution of the step length as a function of the energy is shown, in a simulation
of a 240 MeV pencil beam in water with 1mm of mesh spacing. It is observable
that until protons reach 50 MeV of energy, most of the step are 1 mm long, this is
because at higher energies the step length is mainly limited by the voxel boundaries.
But when the beam is sufficiently spread and the Stopping Power increases (SP
∝ 1/E) the step length becomes less than the voxel side and at the end of the path
it can reaches very low values, in this case cents of µm.

Single Gaussian approximation

The simplest and the most used parametrization is the one that represents the
distribution of θ as a single Gaussian with zero mean. It derives from the first
approximation of Molière formula[32].
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Figure 3.5. Distribution of the step length as a function of the energy of the particle for a
240 MeV proton beam in water.

fG(θx,y) = 1√
2π

exp
[
−1

2

(
θx,y
θ0

)2]
To compute the variance of the Gaussian distribution, Highland [35] defined a
simple expression that takes into account the target material properties through the
radiation length LR:

θ0 = 14.1MeV

pv
z

√
L

LR

[
1 + 1

9 log
(
L

LR

)]
rad

where, p is the particle momentum, v is the particle velocity, z, and L is the
thickness of the crossed material.

In Figures 3.7 and Fig.3.8, a fit with a Gaussian function of the histograms
related to a 151 MeV crossing 1 mm of water is shown. As it can be observed from
Fig. 3.7 the single Gaussian model is particularly efficient to represent the core
of the distribution, and in linear scale the single gaussian model limitations can
not be estimated. If we look at the plot with the logarithmic scale in the vertical
axis (Figure 3.8), we can observe that with the Gaussian function the tails of the
distribution are completely missed. This limitation even if in a single step seems to
be negligible (below two order of magnitude), becomes important in a Monte Carlo
algorithm. Indeed after many steps, the convolution of many Gaussian increases
such error (see Figure 3.14).

For this reason more accurate models with a second function superimposed to
the core Gaussian have been implemented. After a in-depth study of the efficiency in
reproducing MCS distributions of several models, two of them have been chosen: the
Doule Gaussian and the Gauss Rutherford-like. They are described in the following
paragraphs.
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Figure 3.6. Projected angles of the scattering angle
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Figure 3.7. Single Gaussian, linear scale
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Figure 3.8. Single Gaussian, logarithmic
scale
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Figure 3.9. Double Gaussian
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Figure 3.10. Gauss-Rutherford-like

Figure 3.11. Angular distributions and relative fits with different MCS models for a proton
beam of 151 MeV exiting from 1mm thickness of water.
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It has to be mentioned that also the triple Gaussian approximation has been
studied but than rejected because it has a negligible improvement in beam lateral
distribution- even after few steps- with respect to the double gaussian model. In
Figure 3.14 it is clear how the good reproduction of the tails in the single step is
completely lost at the depth of 5 cm, and the triple gaussian distribution is very
close to the double gaussian.

Double Gaussian approximation

An improvement over the single gaussian parametrization can be obtained by super-
imposing a second Gauss distribution with a larger standard deviation to the core
Gaussian Fig.(3.9).

f2G(θx,y) = (1− w)√
2πσ1

exp
[
−1

2

(
θx,y
σ1

)2]
+ w√

2πσ2
exp

[
−1

2

(
θx,y
σ2

)2]
(3.5)

with σ1 < σ2 and w � 1.

In the formula above σ1 is ∼ θ0. The narrowest function represents the core of
angular distribution, instead the second Gaussian is used to better reproduce the
tails of the histogram. If the grid resolution is high, that translates into a large
number of steps performed for each primary, the efficiency of this model becomes
similar to the single Gaussian approximation. This model is the approximation used
by commercial analytical TPS employed in clinical practice, and this is the reason
because it has been implemented into the code.

Gaussian-Rutheford-like approximation

A third parametrization has been implemented to improve the reproduction of the
tails of the angular distribution. We called such formula “Gaussian-Rutherford-like”
because of the expression of the distribution added to the core Gaussian, similar to
the Rutherford hyperbola [37]. This distribution function is expressed as follows:

fGR(θx,y) = 1− w√
2πσ1

exp
[
−1

2

(
θ

σ1

)2]
+ w

a

(θ2
x,y + b)c , c ∼ 2.0 (3.6)

From figure Fig.3.10 it is possible to see how this third parametrization represents
an efficient model for a more complete description of the angular distribution,
including the large angles component.

Sampling procedure

Once defined the MCS model to use for the specific simulation, the sampling of
projected angles is carried out through algorithms of random numbers generation.

If the model is characterized by the superposition of two (or more) distributions
(as the double Gaussian and the Gauss Rutherford-like models), the first step is
the extraction of a random number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. This
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number defines from which one of the two functions the angles will be extracted,
according to the statistical weights. For example, let consider a simulation using
the double Gaussian model for the MCS, and during a step the statistical weight
of the broader gaussian w indicated in equation 3.5 is 0.2. We extract a uniform
number u in [0;1], if u > 0.2 the projected angles will be extracted from the core
Gaussian with the narrower σ, if u < 0.2 the projected angles will be extracted from
the "tail" Gaussian. The same procedure is used with the Gauss Rutherford-like
model. Obviously, for the single Gaussian model this step is skipped.

To extract from a Gaussian function with mean null and standard deviation σ,....
For the Rutherford-like distribution, the extraction method used is the hit or

miss. The function chosen for the sampling is the Lorentzian function:

L(x) = d

x2 + e
(3.7)

d and e parameters are computed as a function of the parameters of the
Rutherford-like distribution, with the following criteria:

e = b

2c+ 11.8 (3.8)

d = w
e

bc
1.08 (3.9)

To extract a number x̂ from a Lorentzian distribution expressed by the formula 3.7
the following expression has to be used:

x̂ =
√
e tan (πu) (3.10)

where u is a random number uniformly sampled in [0;1].
Then, the hit or miss method is applied:

• the value of the Lorentzian function at the abscissa x̂ is computed
(
yL = L(x̂) = d

x̂2+e

)
• the value of the Rutherford-like function at the coordinate x̂ is computed as

well
(
yR = R(x̂) = w

(θx̂+b)c

)
• a ŷ value is uniformly extracted between 0 and yLπd√

(e)

• if ŷ is smaller than YR, x̂ is accepted, if not the procedure is repeated until
the condition ŷ < yR is verified

In Figure 3.12 the Rutherford-like function and the related Lorentzian are plotted.
Following the criteria 3.8 and 3.9, the efficiency of the "hit or miss" procedure is
about 75 %, corresponding to the ratio of the area subtended by the Rutherford-like
function and by the Lorentzian function.
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Figure 3.12. Red line: Rutherford-like distribution. Blue line: Lorentzian function. On
the left the functions are plotted in logarithmic scale, on the right in linear scale.

Considerations on models’ efficacy

In a Monte Carlo particle transport tool, the tracking of each generated particle
is performed in several step, from the source to the end of the path. Each model
described above is used in each single step, and the related parameters change as a
function of the particle energy and of the step width.

If we look at the Figures 3.11 we can observe how in the single step regime the
fit functions have an accuracy that goes from 2 orders of magnitude for the single
Gaussian model (Figure 3.8), to 2÷ 3 orders of magnitude for the Double Gaussian
model (Figure 3.9 and up to 5 orders of magnitude for the Gauss Rutherford-like
model. But these levels of accuracy are not maintained when the particle performs
a high number of steps. Indeed, the multi-step algorithm on the analythical level
translates into the convolution of all the distribution functions used for the angles
sampling in the different steps. This means that the error increases with each step
performed. In Figure 3.13 this effect is described. In blue the histogram of the
angular distribution of a 200 MeV proton beam after crossing 2 mm of water, in
red the same angular distribution obtained with FRED performing two steps of 1
mm, and the thick line is the convolution function. This effects increases with the
number of steps and so with the penetration depth.

In Figure 3.14 the lateral displacement distributions of a 200 MeV proton beam
in water after 1mm, 5 cm and 10 cm of water, using different MCS models are
shown. As it can be noticed, the Gauss Rutherford function is more accurate to
reproduce lateral tails of the beam, and this effect becomes more and more evident
by increasing the number of steps (and so the thickness) traveled by the proton.

But this gain in accuracy involves a loss in terms of time consuming. In the
same conditions, a simulations with the Gaussian Rutherford-like model takes about
20% more than the time needed using the single or double gaussian models.

All the parametrizations earlier described are included into the code and the
user can choose which one of them to use in the simulation, according to the needs
in terms of accuracy and time consumption.
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Figure 3.13. In blue the angular distribution of a 200 MeV after 2 mm of water, in red
the distribution obtained with FRED performing two steps of 1 mm each. The thick
line is the analytical convolution of two double gaussian related to 1 mm of step.

3.3.4 Elastic nuclear interactions

Elastic nuclear interactions implementation have been taken from Fippel et al.[5]. In
this article it is observed that- according to ICRU Report 63 [12]- the microscopic
nuclear cross sections for protons with main nuclei composing biological tissues,
namely Carbon, Nitrogen, Oxygen and Hydrogen, normalized by the atomic mass
are in the same order of magnitude. For this reason the elastic nuclear reactions of
protons with human tissues have been approximated with a proton-water interaction.
Hence, the reactions implemented for the elastic nuclear interaction are proton-proton
and proton-Oxygen.

The macroscopic cross section Σpp/pO(Tp) of proton-proton or proton-Oxygen
collisions in water, normalized by the mass density ρ, is computed from the relative
microscopic cross section σpp/oo, with the formula:

1
ρ

Σpp/po(Tp) = NA

wH/O
AH/O

σpp/po(Tp) (3.11)

where NA is the Avogadro number, wH/O are the weight proportions of hydrogen
and oxygen and AH/O are hydrogen and oxygen atomic weights.

For what concerns the proton-proton interactions, the microscopic cross section
σpp(Tp) is computed using a fit of SAID data [46] between 10 and 300 MeV. The
function obtained for the macroscopic cross section normalized by the mass density
is:

1
ρ

Σpp(Tp)
[
cm2

g

]
= 0.315 T−1.126

p + 3.78× 10−6Tp. (3.12)

1
ρ(Tp) is expressed in cm2

g and Tp in MeV.
In the same way as the proton-proton collision, the microscopic cross section

σpo(Tp) has been fitted from ICRU Report 63 [12] in the energy range from 50 MeV
to 250 MeV. The resulting formula for the macroscopic cross section is:

1
ρ

Σpo(Tp)
[
cm2

g

]
= 1.88

Tp
+ 4.0× 10−5Tp − 0.01475. (3.13)
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Figure 3.14. Lateral displacement of a 200 MeV proton beam going out from 1mm (up
left), 5 cm (up right) and 10 cm (bottom) of water.

The energy to the oxygen fragment (TO) is sampled from an exponential distribution:

f(TO) = 1
TO

exp−TO
T̄O

, (3.14)

with TO ≤ Tmax
O , and Tmax

O is the maximum energy transferable to oxygen nucleus
and it can be calculated by using the formula 2.1 and substituting the electron mass
me with the mass of the oxygen nucleus. T̄O is the average kinetic energy of the
recoil nucleus and it is computed as a function of Tp with the following fit function
obtained from data of ICRU Report 63 [12]:

T̄O = 0.65 exp−0.0013 Tp − 0.71 exp−0.0177 Tp. (3.15)

Because of the short range of oxygen nucleus in water in the energy range under
conisderation, the energy to the recoil nuclei is locally deposited.

The angle and the kinetic energy of protons after collision (secondary proton)
are both sampled from uniform distributions, and the particle is then generated in
the code and tracked.

3.3.5 Inelastic nuclear interactions

An important improvement of FRED with respect to analythical TPS and to Monte
Carlo tools that work in water equivalent modality, is the implementation of nuclear
interaction of protons with atomic nuclei componing biological tissues. In fact, from
CT images the Hounsfield Unit (HU) of each voxel is read. From the HU, the
density of the voxel is derived, but also the type of the tissue and then its atomic
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composition. Such conversion is performed by using the conversione table provided
by Schneider et al.[48].

The model of the interaction of protons with nucleons is derived from ICRU
60 data [11]. The nucleons for which the cross sections are listed and computed in
the code by means of an interpolation are: p, 12C, 16O, 14N, 31P and 40Ca. These
elements compose the 99% of the human body. The procedure is derived by Fippel
[5] but it has been improved with a different energy extraction method and larger
variety of nucleons.

Initially, the inelastic cross sections of above mentioned elements have been
sampled from fitted ICRU data. Then, for elements non listed in the report, cross
sections are obtained by scaling by factor of A2/3 with respect to carbon quantities.
In Figure 3.15 scaled cross sections of the listed elements are plotted, as it can be
observed the scaling factor poses all the distributions on the same level of value and
the relative trends are similar. If we consider the nucleus as a sphere, the exponent
2
3 descends from the relation between the interaction surface and the number of
nucleons. The surface is proportional to the square of the radius (σ ∝ r2), while
the radius ais proportional to the cubic root of number of nucleons (r ∝ A

1
3 ), so we

get that the interaction surface, and so the inelastic nuclear cross section, has the
following dependance:

σinel ∝ r2 ∝ A2/3 (3.16)

Once computed the total inelastic cross section for a single step, the occurrence
of the nuclear interaction is then extracted. If it takes place, the distributions of
the quantities related to secondaries fragments are then computed and the values
extracted.

The secondary particle is extracted. The multiplicity is sampled from a Poisson
distribution, whose mean is computed by the ICRU Report 60 interpolation. The
kinetic energy of each fragment is finally sampled according to the ICRU distribution.

At this point, according to the secondary fragment produced, the code follows
different approaches. In particular:

• protons and deuterons are generated and then tracked. The direction of
secondary protons is obtained by sampling the angle with respect to the
primary direction as described in Fippel et al.[5]. If we consider a secondary
proton with energy Es, originated from a primary with energy Ep, the cosine
of angle θ between the direction of primary and secondary proton is then
uniformly sampled in the interval

[
2Es
Ep
− 1; 1

]
.

• Neutrons are neglected. It means that once the number of neutrons and the
energy trensferred are sampled, the amount of energy to them is “lost”. Such
approximation is warranted by the fact that neutrons, because of their null
charge, travel for long range in water (and materials similar to it) before
stopping. Hence, most of secondary neutrons produced in fragmentation are
stopped far away from the tumor region and they often exit the patient body.

• α and heavier ions are locally deposited. Heavy ions produced in nuclear
fragmentation of proton beams have low velocity, and as it can be observed
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Figure 3.15. Inelastic cross section of several materials, scaled as the ratio of the atomic
mass elevated to 2

3 .

from Figure 2.2 the interactions suffered by heavy charge particles imply high
energy loss per unit distance. For these reasons, heavy ions have very short
range in materials with density similar to water, in the order of few tenths of
millimeter. If we consider that a standard CT voxel has dimension of 1 or 2
mm per side, we understand how a sub-voxel range doesn’t need to be tracked
and the energy given to the particle can be directly considered deposited at
the interaction point.

In Figure 3.16 the effect of inelastic nuclear interactions on dose distribution is
shown. It’s evident how their influence is mainly on the tail of the distribution, and
it can be appreciated only in logarithmic scale. But the same consideration made for
MCS tails can be made here: the “shadow” lateral zone of dose distribution has to
be carefully evaluated because it levels out the inter-space between adjacent pencil
beams of a treatment plan.

3.4 DICOM readout
The patient anatomic arrangement is caught mainly via Computed Tomography
(CT) diagnostic exam. To simplify the communication between different devices
produced by different vendors or different medical centers, a standard format has
been established: the DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine).

DICOM files contain 2D projections, called slices, of the internal structure of the
patient. Usually they are transverse sections with respect to the longitudinal axis
of the patient. For each voxel of the slice the relative Hounsfield Unit is indicated.
The 3D reconstruction of the patient geometry is visualized by aligning the slices,
with a grey scale to indicate more or less dense materials. CT DICOM files are not
simple images, but they contain metadata with an objected oriented structure where
informations about the patient, the organ, the geometry, the treatment and many
others are inserted.
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Figure 3.16. Longitudinal dose maps of a 200 MeV proton beam in water. On the top
the simulation is performed with FRED by switching off the nuclear interactions. In
the middle, the resultant dose map obtained with nuclear reactions switched on. In the
bottom, the simulation with all the physics on performed with FLUKA.

In FRED, we use a python program to read DICOMs and to create the input
files necessary for the simulation. The choice of python as programming language to
read DICOMs is justified by the availability of python libraries specific for DICOM
read-out. In this way, through simple commands it’s possible to unpack the DICOM
structure and easily access to all information contained in metadata.

Each information is univocally identified by a tag. The complete set of the
possible tags is listed in the DICOM manual, here we report the main tags read in
FRED to completely and uniquely reproduce the treatment plan configuration:

• SOPCLassUID identifies the type of information stored in the DICOM.
Through specific numbers series we can identify:

a CT slice;
a Radiation Therapy Structure, where the name and the typology (es.

OAR, PTV, GTV, etc. ) of the organs or reference points (i.e. isocenter) are
indicated.

the Radiation therapy ion plan, that gives all the information about the
number of fields of the treatment and the beams list with their position,
direction, energy, fwhm and fluence.

the dose maps resulting from the treatment plan.

• to identify a series of CT DICOMs related to the same CT exam the SeriesInstanceUID
is used.
Each DICOM with the same SeriesInstanceUID must have the same values
at the tags Rows, Columns, PixelSpacing, SliceThickness, RescaleSlope
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and RescaleIntercept. The last two quantities represents the slope and the
intercept of the rescaling line. A consistency check of the above mentioned
quantities is performed during the DICOMs reading initialization.

• ImageOrientationPatient gives the direction of the axis orthogonal to slices
(usually z axis).

• ImagePositionPatient contains the coordinates of the first voxel of the slice
(the top left).

• in the Radiation Therapy Structure each ROI is listed in the StructureSetROISequence
identified by a ROINumber and a ROIName. In the RTStructure there are also in-
dicated the isocenter, the laserorigin and the tableorigin to match the different
coordinate systems that will be explained in the next subsection.

• each roi listed in the StructureSetROISequence has its ROIContourSequence
where the coordinates of the contour voxel all described. For the PTV the
TargetPrescriptionDose is indicated.

• in the Radiation Therapy Ion Plan DICOMs the NumberofBeams (number
of fields), NumberofFractionsPlanned (number of fractions), RadiationType
(proton in this case) and the multi-frame IonBeamSequence (with all the
information about the beams) are included.

• the Radiation Therapy Dose Storage is finally described by the DoseType
(effective or biological) and the ReferencedRTPlanSequence to which it is
referred.

In particular, the file created by the read-out program are:

• a CT.bin file where the clipped CT volume is saved. This file contains the matrix
of voxels included in the EXTERNAL region. EXTERNAL is the contour
image that contains all the important voxels to be simulated, excluding the air
voxels and the areas not hit by the beams. Often, but not always, it coincides
with the patient skin.

• *.roi files. Text files where the contour of each Region Of Interest (ROI) are
stored.

• raster.in. The raster file contains all the information (position, fluence, energy,
direction) of the beams of the treatment plan.

• RTDose.bin. A binary file, with the same matrix of CT.bin but where in each
voxel, its relative dose computed with the commercial TPS is written.

• a fred.silo file that can be read with VisIt [63] where CT, fields, dose map, and
ROIs can be visualized. (see Figures 3.17a and 3.17b).
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3.4.1 CNAO coordinate systems

In DICOM files reading, an high attention must to be paid to the information about
the coordinates and the related frame of reference indicated for each slice, organ
contour, treatment plan and dose map. In fact, the reconstruction of the anatomic
morphology, as well as the treatment plan calculation and the dose map visualization
need to be exactly located in the absolute coordinate system, in order to perform a
correct evaluation and to avoid dangerous mispositioning errors.

In CNAO the patient positioning is a careful operation that takes about 20-30
min for each treatment (while the treatment delivery is only few minutes long). It is
performed using an immobilization device, customized for each patient in order to
fix it in a precise position. On the device, several markers are positioned to calibrate
the opto-electronic system and to localize the exact position of the patient.

The Frames Of Reference (FORs) involved in a particle therapy treatment
are different and they are made correspond by rigid transformation (rotation and
translation).

Treatment room system

The gantry, the patient couch and all the devices involved in the treatment are
described by the beam system. Its cooridinates are defined by the International
Elechtrotechnical Commission (IEC)[60] and they are shown in Figure 3.18. As it
can be observed, each movable component has its own coordinate systems, but every
FOR is referred to an "absolute" (or fixed) coordinate system corresponding to the
room coordinate system. It is defined by an horizontal Xf axis directed from left to
right when facing the gantry, an horizontal Yf axis directed from the isocenter to the
gantry and a vertical Zf axis from the floor to the ceiling. In Figure 3.18 the most
important coordinate systems related to a treatment room are shown. Each FOR
defined by the IEC is integral with the related component, thus it rigidly rotates
with the device.

For what concerns the gantry, the angle rotation is set to 0◦ when the beam axis
is vertical, from the top to the bottom, and pass through the isocenter. The rotation
is clock-wise from 0◦ to 359◦.

At CNAO, in two treatment rooms the beam is fixed and horizontal. In a
third treatment room, in addition to the horizontal beam ther is also a vertical
fixed beam delivery system. For the horizontal delivery system the gantry angle
is set to 90◦. The different fields directions are obtained by rotating, tilting and
translating the patient support. It’s evident how important is to correctly match all
the coordinates of several movable devices, in particular the gantry and the patient
couch. Information on the respective coordinates and FOR are indicated in the
treatment plan DICOM files and they must be read and decoded.

CT system

As explained in Section 3.4, CT DICOMs contain image pixel data arranged in
slices, each of them stored as a 2D matrix. The files are created by the CT (or MRI)
machine, with its own frame of reference. In order to univocally interpret the slices
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(and so the patient) orientation and position and to match them with the room
frame of reference, a standard method is used.

The CT image positioning is described by the Image Position and Image Ori-
entation tags. The first one includes cartesian coordinates of the upper left hand
corner of the image slice, i.e. the center of the first voxel. The Image Orientation
tag specifies the direction cosines of the first row and the first column with respect
to the patient. In Figure 3.19 the different patient orientations are described.

For example, if the Patient Position is HFS (Head First Supine) and the Patient
Orientation is [1; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0], the x axis is directed to the left hand of the patient, the
y axis is increasing toward the back of the patient and the z axis increases toward
the head.

Before the Treatment Plan optimization or recalculation starts, it’s necessary to
transfer the CT system to the Room system.

3.4.2 HU to materials

In FRED the conversion from Hounsfield Units to real material is performed using a
calibration table. The accuracy of dose computation in fact is influenced not only
by the physics models implemented, but also by the CT-Hounsfield Units (HU)
calibration. It involves the evaluation of the relative electron density and the relative
stopping power, both computed with respect to the water-related quantities. The
conversion parameters are derived from Schneider et al.[48] and they are listed in
table 3.1. In this paper, a stoichiometric calibration is presented. The method
uses both the measured Hounsfield Units of tissue substitutes and the chemical
composition of real tissues to predict Hounsfield Units values for human tissues. A
further validation is done using range calibrated proton radiographic measurements
of biological samples (sheep’s head).

A CT image contains information about the X-ray attenuation coefficients of
each spatial voxel. The Hounsfield Units is defined as follows:

HU = 1000 µ

µw
(3.17)

where µ is the attenuation coefficient of the material and µw the water attenuation
coefficient. The processes that contribute to photon absorption are: photoeletric
absorption and scattering (coherent and incoherent). For a material composed by
a mixture of elements the attenuation coefficient can be obtained by the following
formula [49]:

µ[cm−1] = ρNg(Z,A)KphZ̃3.62 +KcohẐ1.86 +KKN (3.18)

where:

• ρ is the density of the mixture and Ng is the number of electrons per unit
mass, so the product ρNg represents the electron density;

• Kph and Kcoh are constant parameters which characterize the cross section
for photoelectric effect and coherent scattering respectively. From a linear
regression of experimental data they have been determined to be 1.227× 10−5

and 4.285× 10−4;
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• KKN is the Klein-Nishina cross section and it has be determined to be 0.5
barns/atom;

• Z̃ =
[
ΣλiZ3.62

i

]1/3.62 and Ẑ =
[
ΣλiZ1.86

i

]1/1.86

• λi = N i
g/Ng

The relative electron densities of materials is determined using the following
formula:

ρe = ρNg/ρ
waterNwater

g (3.19)

and the relative stopping power with an approximation of the Bethe-Bloch formula
[3]:

ρs = ρe
log [2mec

2β2/Im(1− β2)]− β2

log [2mec2β2/Iwater(1− β2)]− β2 = ρeK (3.20)

where Im is the mean ionization energy of the target atoms.
The values of stoichiometric compositions, the relative stopping powers and the

relative electron densities have been computed and then listed in a table (See table
3.1) for several tissues, as a function of the HU. As can be observed from table 3.1,
the HU range of the CT [0;3000] is divided into sub-intervals identified with different
organs and tissues. For each HU interval the atomic composition, the density ρ, the
relative electron density ρe and the relative proton stopping power ρs are indicated.

At each step of particle tracking, the stoichiometric composition of the voxel
is used to compute the total inelastic nuclear cross section, and then, in case of
interaction occurrence, it is used for the sampling of secondary fragments produced.

The relative stopping power and the relative electronic density are employed to
correct the SP computed in water equivalent.

3.5 Hardware architecture

3.5.1 GPUs

Monte Carlo simulations, due to their high accuracy in simulating all stocastic
processes, are of growing interest for different application domains. As debated,
Monte Carlo software are sometimes used to explore rare phenomena or quantities
related to them. To obtain a good assessment, very high statistics is necessary, and
this translates into many hours, days and even months for a single simulation running
on a standard CPU. The long computing time is an undesired aspect of Monte
Carlo tools, that in cases such the medical application makes their use impracticable
in clinical routine. For the above-mentioned reasons, there is a great interest in
adapting the code for parallel and multi-core architectures.

In particle transports, parallelism means to track many particles at the same
times. For standard CPU softwares, parallelism is achieved by using clusters of
cores. Such hardware is widely employed in research centers and hospitals, but
disadvantages due to high costs and maintenance can not be neglected.

In the last decade the scientific computing community showed a great interest for
Graphics Processing Units and many efforts have been made to improve programming
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(a) 3D CT visualization, a portion of the CT
has been cropped to display the PTV (red
body).

(b) Orthogonal sections of th e CT with a super-
position of the dose colormap.

Figure 3.17. Two different silo file visualizations with VisIt. The different maps of CT,
PTV, Dose, ROIs, etc. can be overllaped, cropped, highlighted and represented with
different techniques (colormap, contours, etc.).
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Figure 3.18. IEC coordinate systems of the major particle teatment components. From
IEC document 1217 [60]
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Figure 3.19. Four different ortogonal patient orientations [61]
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environments for GPU (CUDA, OpenCL,UPC). Such devices in fact have many
cores and are capable of high floating point operation rates via parallelization.

The geometry of a treatment plan is easy, because it is composed by small
parallelepipeds- or voxels- with the same size. As described in Introduction 3.1, the
models for the physics processes undergone by protons have been simplified and
implemented with the use of fitting functions and/or lookup tables. The simplicity
of operations to be performed for each step of each particle and the simplicity of the
geometry, make GPU a successful solution for treatment plan applications.

CUDA programming FRED relies on CUDA [47] (Computed Unified Device
Architecture), a GPU programming environment developed by NVIDIA [64] to run
general-purpose computation on their devices. CUDA is an extension to the C
and C++ languages. Following closely the structure of the NVIDIA hardware, the
CUDA execution model allows the execution on the GPU of massively-multithreaded
“kernels”, or GPU programs. The threads of each kernel are arranged into thread
blocks such that each block executes on exactly one SM (streaming multiprocessor)
on the hardware. Furthermore, each thread block has exclusive use of a programmer-
specified amount (up to the 16 kB limit) of shared memory on its SM. Multiple thread
blocks may be assigned to the same SM if shared memory and register allocation
permit, in which case the SM time-slices between the blocks to hide latency from
memory access and instruction dependence.

CUDA’s memory model also reflects the structure of the underlying hardware,
and this structure is crucial for extracting maximum performance from the language.
The fastest storage is the register file in each SM, which is allocated on a per-thread
basis (so that the total number of registers used by a kernel equals the number of
registers required per thread times the number of threads per block). Next is the
shared memory, which is local to each thread block, and can be used for inter-thread
communications.

Shared memory is divided into banks, such that under certain addressing restric-
tions, all threads can simultaneously read from or write to shared memory. The
largest and slowest memory is the main memory on the graphics card, which CUDA
splits into four categories:

• “Global memory” is general storage which is accessible to all threads and blocks
of the GPU program, but with a significant latency (hundreds of clock cycles),
and which can only reach its maximum bandwidth if accessed coherently
(addressed sequentially within blocks).

• “Local memory” is thread-local storage used to handle situations in which
there are insufficient registers on the SM to execute the kernel. Like global
memory, it has high latency.

• “Texture memory” describes read-only portions of global memory bound to
special pointers; special hardware exists on-chip to cache reads from texture
memory, and to do simple linear (or bi- or trilinear, for 2D and 3D textures)
interpolation on texture values. This hardware allows efficient implementation
of lookup tables in texture memory.
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Threads primary/s µs/primary

CPU

FLUKA 1 0.75K 1340
FRED 1 15 K 68
FRED 16 48 K 21
FRED 32 80 K 12.5

GPU
FRED 1 GPU1 800 K 1.35
FRED 2 GPU2 3500 K 0.3
FRED 4 GPU3 20000 K 0.05

Table 3.2. Computing times for different hardware architectures.
1 LAPTOP: MacBookPro(AMD Radeon R9 M370X).
2 DESKTOP: Mac Pro (AMD FirePro D300).
3 LINUX WorkStation with 4 NVIDIA GTX 980 GPUs

• “Constant memory” is a cached read-only portion of the device memory. Reads
from this constant cache are as fast as register reads, if all threads in a warp
(the scheduling unit on the hardware) read from the same address; otherwise
the latency increases linearly with the number of addresses read.

The primary way of loading data into a kernel from the host (CPU) side, or to
bring results back from a kernel execution, is to copy it between system memory
and preallocated space in the device global memory. However, because such a copy
operation has relatively low bandwidth (around 1 GB/s) and significant latency
(tens of microseconds), minimizing the number of GPU-CPU or CPU-GPU transfers
is critical for maximizing performance.

3.5.2 FRED time computing performances

In table 3.2 time performances for different architectures are displayed and compared
with the time consumption of a simulation performed with the full Monte-Carlo tool
FLUKA. The simulation is related to a plan recalculation, with all the pysics on
both in FLUKA and FRED, with single gaussian model for the Multiple Coulomb
Scattering set in FRED.

As it can be observed, in the same running modality, FRED is 20 times faster
than FLUKA on the same CPU hardware. This is due to the simplification of physics
models implemented, and that’s where the denomination fast Monte-Carlo comes
from. The non-linear scaling of time with GPU number is due to the different types
of GPU employed. As shown, running on GPU even with a standard laptop the
gain in terms of time is about three orders of magnitude with respect the full Monte
Carlo and about 50 with respect to FRED single CPU modality.

In Appendix A en example of a CUDA program is inserted. It is related to the
computation of the gamma-index pass rate. It is a quality assurance test described
in the following chapter (riferimento) that consists of several samples of the dose
through a 3D interpolation. Such computation is quite easy to be made but the
recursively repetition enlarge the computing time if performed on a single core. For
these reasons the implementation of this algorithm on GPU revealed to be very
efficient.
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Chapter 4

Results

In Chapter 3 models and methods used in FRED implementation have been explained.
The efficacy of each single process model have already been shown in the previous
chapter. However, to evaluate the accuracy of a particle transport tool the study
must to be performed on the overall performances, that means with all processes
simultaneously active.

The validation of a particles simulation software is a complex procedure that
involves a series of different trials, each of them aimed to highlight a specific aspect
of the beam distribution.

In this chapter an attempt to characterize FRED accuracy in dose calculation
will be made. Different analysis will be carried out and comparisons of FRED results
with commercial TPS, full-MC (FLUKA) and experimental data will be shown.

4.1 Pencil beams
The most immediate analysis in the code accuracy evaluation consists of the com-
parison between pencil beam dose profiles obtained with full MC and FRED. For a
complete examination different beam energies have to be explored.

Undoubtedly, the evaluation of pinpoint beams- therefore with a null Full Width
Half Maxium (FWHM)- gets involved the strictest condition and the related analysis
is very fine. Nevertheless, in real applications and in particular in the particle
therapy field, beams exiting from the accelerator have finite dimensions, that can
reach up to few centimiters of FWHM. For these reasons the parameters that have
been changed for the pencil beam dose profiles analysis are both energy and beam
dimensions.

In our case we will examine four different beam energies with two different spatial
distributions. In Figures 4.9 the 2D dose maps obtained with FLUKA and FRED for
the different configurations are shown. The energies studied are 100 MeV, 150 MeV,
200 MeV and 250 MeV. Each energy beam has been simulated both with pinpoint
spot size and with 0.4 cm of FWHM. By a visual inspection of the maps it is already
possible to ascertain FRED similarity with full MC simulations.

To quantitatively evaluate the agreement between FRED and FLUKA distri-
butions, the linear dose profiles of the pencil beams have been examined. As an
example, longitudinal and lateral dose profiles for two cases have been reported. In
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Table 4.1. Percentage differences of peak doses at different penetration depths.

Bragg Peak 20% BP 50% BP 90% BP
Energy
(MeV) Pos diff % Max diff % Max diff % Max diff % Max diff %

100 0.0656 0.1597 0.0863 0.9301 0.8433
150 0.0962 0.5490 0.2017 0.9480 1.8193
200 0.0819 0.5954 1.5415 0.7743 1.4713FWHM = 0.0

250 0.0240 0.7891 16.2905 6.459 0.6903
100 0.066 0.9633 0.5113 1.5472 1.2258
150 0.0962 0.3816 1.1357 2.0835 2.5286
200 0.0819 0.7793 0.4923 1.5890 0.5504FWHM = 0.4

250 0.0240 0.5193 3.1184 0.4239 2.3452

Figure 4.10 the energy beam is 100 MeV and the FWHM is 0.4 cm. The longitudinal
linear profiles shown are the Bragg curves and the lineout that consist of the dose
distribution in the central voxel line. The longitudinal lineout is useful to stress how
the central "capillary" of the beam empties along the particles penetration direction,
because of scattering processes (mainly coulombian). Lateral profiles shown are
relative to the depth corresponding to the 90% of the Bragg Peak position. On
the top it is represented in linear scale, and on the bottom we can observe the
corresponding profile in logarithmic scale where tails distributions are pointed out.

The second case represented (Figure 4.11) refers to a pinpoint 200 MeV proton
beam. The same plots of the previous configuration are shown.

In both cases shown we can observe how the Bragg curves and the lateral profiles
are in an excellent agreement with the full MC simulations. In particular, for the
lateral profiles plotted in logarithmic scale the high accuracy in tails reproduction is
evident, being less than 1% up to three order of magnitude. There is an appreciable
difference between full Monte Carlo and FRED lineouts from 4 to 7 cm depths. Such
different profiles can be probably due to statistical fluctuations but a more deepened
study will be necessary.

To evaluate the accuracy of linear profiles not only at the end of the path, in
Figures 4.12 the lateral dose distributions have been studied for a 200 MeV proton
beam at different penetration depth. Both in linear and logarithmic scales a very
good correspondence with full MC data emerges.

Figure 4.13 shows Bragg curves in water for several beam energies. How it can
be observed, the agreement with FLUKA curves is excellent.

To summarize and quantify the comparison between FRED and FLUKA profiles
the percentage differences of the maximum values compted at different depth have
been reported in table [?]. There is a very high difference (∼ 165) of dose peak value
at the entry channel for 250 MeV beam. Such difference needs a deepened study.
Anyway, 250 MeV proton beams have a range of about 38 cm and they are rarely
employed in tumors treatment.

4.2 Field size factor
An important analysis, that allows to better evaluate the accuracy of the models
implemented in a Treatment Planning System is the so called Field Size Factor (FSF)
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Figure 4.1. 100 MeV , FWHM= 0.0 cm Figure 4.2. 100 MeV, FWHM= 0.4 cm

Figure 4.3. 150 MeV , FWHM= 0.0 cm Figure 4.4. 150 MeV, FWHM= 0.4 cm

Figure 4.5. 200 MeV , FWHM= 0.0 cm Figure 4.6. 200 MeV, FWHM= 0.4 cm

Figure 4.7. 250 MeV FWHM= 0.0 cm Figure 4.8. 250 MeV, FWHM= 0.4 cm

Figure 4.9. 2D (x-z plane) dose maps obtained with FLUKA and FRED related to the
central slice (y=0.0) of four pencil beams in water with different energies and two spot
size: FWHM = 0.0 cm (left) and FWHM: = 0.4 cm (right).
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Figure 4.10. Linear profile for a 100 MeV pencil beam with FWHM = 0.4

Figure 4.11. Linear profile for a 200 MeV pencil beam with FWHM = 0.0
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Figure 4.12. Lateral profiles of a 200 MeV proton in water at different depths.
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test. This procedure consists of two different trials, both of them have the same
setup: a water phantom with a small cylindrical Markus chamber [65] (0.02cm3 )
placed at variable depths:

1. The first configuration shown in Figure 4.14 consists of irradiating the water
phantom with beams placed in a square beams. The current at the chamber
is measured as a function of the side size of the irradiation field and varying
the depth of Markus placement. The beam spot size is 4.75 mm, and the spot
interspacing is 2 mm.

2. The second trials- schematically represented in Figure 4.15- is characterized by
a single beam irradiation. The beam distance from the phantom longitudinal
axis is progressively increased and the current at the Markus is measured. Also
this test is performed at different chamber depths.

By studying the current response of the Markus, information on the dose can be
obtained. By varying the position with respect to the chamber and the number of
beams, it is possible to study the lateral dose profile and the contribution due to tails
in the beam distribution. The experimental tests have been performed at Centro
Nazionale di Adroterapia Oncologica (CNAO, Pavia) and then the experimental
data have been compared to the simulated dose profiles.

In Figures ?? the results for a 226 MeV proton beam and the Markus chamber
placed at depth of 10 cm are shown. For what concerns the first trial, the maximum
dose difference is registered for the field size of 20 mm, that corresponds to the slope
switch, and it is about 3%.

Figure 4.14. Square scheme trial of the Field Size Fac-
tor test. Also information about the PTW Markus
chamber response are reported

Figure 4.15. Single spot Fiels Size
Factor trial.
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Figure 4.16. Field size factor results for a 226 MeV proton beam and the Markus chamber
at 10 cm of depth.

4.3 The Γ-index quality indicator
In the first chapter, the need in particle therapy context of an high level of accuracy in
calculation of dose distribution resulting from a treatment plan has been highlighted.
The numerical techniques used in FRED tool to optimize the computing time without
compromise the accuracy of the Monte Carlo calculation have been presented. To
guarantee an high quality treatment another important aspect has to be carefully
taken into consideration: the comparison between dose maps obtained with different
simulation software, such as analytical TPS, Monte Carlo tools or originated with
experimental measurements.

If we are able to perform a very accurate computation of the treatment plan but
if in comparing the dose map with experimental data or full MC simulations, we use
a wrong approach, we could misinterpret the calculation and wrongly invalidate the
plan.

Many studies have been carried out with the aim to find an efficient and quan-
titative method of dose maps comparison. The most instinctive approach would
be the punctual sampling of the dose in the two maps into consideration and the
evaluation of the mere difference between the sampled values. This quantity is called
dose distance (DD) and, despite its simplicity it has an important limitation that is
particularly significant in presence of steep gradients.

In the particle therapy context, steep gradients mainly occur at the contour of the
PTV and they are the consequence of the high conformal charged particles capability,
so they represent a desired and unavoidable effect. In the zone of the gradients, even
a small (1÷ 2 millimeters) misalignment in the experimental measurements would
involve a very big dose difference. In this way, if we compare a computed dose map
with experimental data affected by systematic errors due to a spatial offset, we will
find a very high dose difference in the gradient regions. So the plan could be be
rejected, even if the computation is correct and high accurate.

The first ones to publish the importance of finding a criterion somewhat immune
to experimental errors were Van Dyk et al.[51]. In this paper the concept of Distance
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to Agreement (DTA) is introduced. DTA is generally defined as the minimum
distance between a point in the reference map and the point on the evaluated map
that has the same dose value. DTA is not a local function, which means that when
it is evaluated in a point, the other distribution is queried at a distance. An other
property of the DTA is the uncommutablity, indeed it does not merely change signs
when the two maps are swapped. For this reason the two distributions have to be
tagged before the test, the reference map is the one where the DTA is computed
point by point, while the evaluated map is the one queried for the closest approach
of the isodose point.

On the contrary of the Dose Difference, the DTA is overly sensitive to shallow
gradients. In a region where the dose gradient is low even a very small difference
of dose could result in a very high DTA. Indeed, the closest point in the evaluated
map with the same dose of the sampled point in the reference map could be very far
away.

All the considerations afore made broght to the conclusion that an efficient
comparison method for two dose distributions would include both DTA and DD
evaluation. Several studies on the composite analysis have been done, Harms et
al. [52] developed a pass-or-fail test in which both DTA and DD evaluations are
performed. To conisider a point passed the test, it is sufficient that one of DD or
DTA criteria are passed. In 2003 Low [53] proposed a method to simultaneously
compare DTA and DD by normalizing both quantities with the respective criteria.
Such test was named γ test.

Γ index pass rate method

As already described, the two distributions under evaluation have to be labeled in
order to identify which one has to be compared with respect to the other one. The
reference distribution is queried point by point and the γ is evaluated for each of
them. Therefore, the reference distribution could be a 3d dose map computed with
a simulation software (such as Monte Carlo) or a simple points set experimentally
determined, for example with a ionization chamber. On the contrary, the evaluated
map has to be inevitably a distribution.

In γ test, as in DD and DTA criteria, the parameter computed is a distance.
The DD criterion is related to dose difference, while DTA to the spatial gap. In
the γ method, the distance is extended in both space and dose dimensions. The
generalized distance is labeled Γ and it is the Euclidian distance in a dose-spatial
difference space, where both axes are normalized with respect to the related criteria.
The formula to compute Γ distance is the following:

Γ(~re, ~rr) =

√
|~re − ~rr|2

∆d2 + [De(~re)−Dr(~rr)]2
∆D2 (4.1)

where ~reand~rr are the vector position of the evaluated point and the reference point,
respectively, De(~re) and Dr ~rr) are the evaluated and the reference doses, and finally
∆d and ∆D are DTA and DD criteria.

From equation 4.1 it is evident how Γ function depends on the position in the
dose-distance space of both reference and evaluated points. In principle, it can be
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computed for any pairs (~re, ~rr). γ(~rr) is the minimum value of Γ related to a single
reference point (~rr):

γ(~rr) = min{Γ(~re, ~rr)}∀{~re} (4.2)

Therefore, γ(~rr) is the minimum distance between the two distributions in the
dose-spatial distance space. The origin of the plane is placed at the reference point
position and the axes are dimensionsless because the spatial and dose distances are
normalized with the DTA and DD criteria, respectively.

When the spatial and dose distances are equal to the related criteria the value
of Γ is equal to one, so we can define a unit circle in the above described space.
Such unit circle defines the region inside which the value of Γ is less than 1. In the
dose-spatial distance space, the evaluated distribution is represented as a line, a
sheet or an hypersheet according to evaluated distribution dimensions. The test
passing or failing of each reference point is determined by the intersection (or not)
of the evaluated distribution with the unit circle.

In Figures 4.17 and 4.18 two examples of γ calculations are represented. Figure
4.17 refers to a shallow dose gradient region and as we can observe the dose is nearly
constant in proximity of the reference point. In Figure 4.18 a steep dose gradient
case is shown. Here, the evaluated distribution line has an high "slope" that testifies
the rapid change of dose nearby the reference point.

Figure 4.17. Shallow gradient case. Figure 4.18. Deep gradient case.

Figure 4.19. Graphic description of the meaning of the γ function. The wavy line represents
the evaluated distribution. The unit circle defines the pass-fail criteria. If the line is
external to the circle the test is not passed (4.17) otherwise it is passed (4.18

The algorithm

In the previous section the meaning and the method of the Γ-index pass rate test
have been presented. To evaluate FRED accuracy in calculation of treatment plans
we made the Γ test on dose distributions taking as reference dose maps obtained
with clinical TPS.

To perform the test in very short times (order of tens of seconds) we developed
a CUDA tool to exploit the high parallelization capability of GPU. The description
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of the code is reported in Appendix A. In this section I will present the algorithm
implemented to perform the test.

The first step is the define the sets of voxel in the reference distribution to be
tested. It can be made by setting a dose threshold above which the voxel is tested
otherwise it is not and this is our strategy. An other options would be to choose
only the voxels composing the PTV, or- in general- a certain region. Once defined
the list of voxels to be analyzed the algorithm is structured as it follows:

• for each voxel of the reference dose map, 1000 points sampled according to the
Sobol sequence [54] are computed through a three-dimensional interpolation;

• starting from the first sampled point ~rr0 (corresponding to the centre of the
voxel) the γ(~re, ~rr0) term is sequentially computed for a list of 1000 points
sampled in the evaluated map with the Sobol sequence in a sphere of radius
equal to the DTA criteria;

• when a pair (~re, ~rr0) shows a γ value less than 1, the computation for that
voxel is stopped and the voxel is marked as "passed the test";

• if the first reference point does not pass the test, the procedure is repeated
recursively for the following reference point. If none pair ~re, ~rr results in a
γ < 1 the voxel is marked as "failed the test";

• At the end of the computation, a boolean 3D matrix with "passed/failed" tag
for each voxel is obtained. The final result is shown as a percentage of voxels
that passed the test.

In Figure 4.20 a scheme of the algorithm is shown. As already said, the CUDA
code of the test is described in appendix.

In the next section results of the Γ test performed with different DD and DTA
criteria for different dose distributions will be presented.

4.4 Quality assurance protocols at CNAO
At CNAO, as in all particle therapy centers, to ensure high quality treatment and
to guarantee patient safety several tests are performed. They are aimed to verify
the performances of all the systems involved in the treatment. These tests are all
included in the so-called Quality Assurance protocol (QA) and they are performed
periodically, with different frequencies depending on the test type.

The QA protocol regards a large variety of systems and parameters directly
concerning the treatment to be checked and verified: the beam parameters (FWHM,
deflection, position and purity), the interlock systems, the Dose Delivery system
(DD), the tps and the dosimetry.

Among the large variety of tests, one of them have to be mentioned and described.
It is aimed to check the geometric accuracy of the irradiated volume (uniform scanning
beam, SOBP modality) and it belongs to the TPS Quality Assurance protocol.

The reason of the attention on this specific test is due to the fact it has been
reproduced with FRED. With the aim of evaluating the tool accuracy in treatment
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Figure 4.20. Scheme of the Γ index pass rate algorithm implemented in FRED.

plan recalculation, we compared FRED data with the TPS simulations and with the
experimental data produced in the QA protocol.

In the next sections the related procedure will be described and the results of
FRED simulations compared with TPS and experimental data will be shown.

4.4.1 Geometric accuracy of irradiated volume (QA cubes)

This test is aimed to verify the reference fields geometric accuracy.
The procedure consists of irradiating a water phantom in order to release a cubic

uniform dose distribution of different side sizes (3cm and 5 cm) centered at several
depths (9cm, 15 cm, 21 cm and 27 cm). The regular volumes are used to check not
only the absorbed dose values but also dose homogeneity inside the volume.

In the uniform dose cubic region, 24 dose measurement points are acquired by
ionization chambers. Each chamber has a well defined position with respect to the
dose distribution, in Figure ?? a scheme of the chambers arrangement is described,
while in Figure 4.22 the experimental setup is shown.

Plans are accepted if the mean deviation of the measured data with respect to
the calculated ones is < ± 5% of the maximum dose and standard deviation < 5%,
over each data set. The formula to compute the mean deviation is the following:
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Σi
1
N

= |(dmeasi − dcalci)|
dmax

% (4.3)

The test is repeated half yearly and/or in case of TPS software upgrades.

Figure 4.21. Spatial distribution of ionization chambers.

Figure 4.22. Experimental setup for the QA protocol. The water phantom walls are in
PMMA.

The case reported in Figures 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25 refers to a cube of side size 6 cm,
placed at depth 15 cm. The 2D transverse maps in figure 4.23 have been produced
with FLUKA (right) and FRED (centre). In Figure 4.24 the linear profiles, both
longitudinal and transverse of the central voxel are shown. From the zoomed profiles
we can extract the relative difference, that does not exceed the 0.1%.

Plots of Figure 4.25 show the linear profiles on the orthogonal directions centered
on a PP chambers, in particular the one number 22. The blue circle represents the
interpolated data from TPS dose distribution and the black dot is the experimental
measurement. A summary of the different configurations results is reported in Table
4.3. To make the measure exempt to mispositioning errors the optimum shift has
been found, that means the maps placement that gave the minumum dose difference.
In table result with the original maps positioning and after the shift are listed. The
agreement is very good (relative dose difference< 1%) for most configurations, except
for the cube at 27 cm where the error- even after the correcting shift- is 1.63%.
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Table 4.2. Γ-index pass rate results for the TPS Quality Assurance (SOPB) protocol.

Γ-index pass rate

Cube depth whole map TPS
(dose >0.1Gy)

PTV
(dose>1.5 Gy)

9 cm
6x6x6 cm^3 98.74% 97.09% 91.98%

15 cm
6x6x6 cm^3 99.99% 99.98% 99.89%

21 cm
6x6x6 cm^3 99.26% 97.72% 99.79%

21 cm
3x3x3 cm^3 99.67% 98.55% 99.70%

27 cm
6x6x6 cm^2 98.88% 96.37% 90.36%

To complete the QA cubes analysis, the Γ-index pass rate test has been performed
for each case. In Table 4.2 the result for DD criteria equal to 2% and DTA set to
2mm are reported.

4.5 Conclusions
The results presented in this chapter have demonstrated the strenghts of the FRED
tool in the computation of the dose profiles. But also some limitations emerged. To
summarize the consideration afore-made, we can say:

• The accuracy in Bragg curves reproduction is excellent;

• the lateral dose profile accuracy is very good for energies up to 200 MeV (and
more) but it considerably decrease at large ranges, where percentage differences
can reach up to 16 % at the entry channel;

• dose map distributions of cubic irradiated regions is accurate for depth place-
ments up to 21 cm. For deeper configurations the accuracy decreases with
relative error greater than 1%.

However, despite non optimum performances in some calculations and/or config-
urations, the accuracy level demonstrated by FRED is within the particle therapy
accuracy requirements. For this reason a clinical application of the code in the
CNAO routine is in progress of evaluation.
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Figure 4.23. Left: a longitudinal section of the TPS dose map. Centre: Transverse section
of the TPS dose map at depth 15 cm. Right: Transverse section of FRED dose map at
depth ∼16 cm.
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Figure 4.24. Linear dose profiles for a 6cm size cube at 15 cm depth. On the left the
longitudinal line profiles at the central voxel, on the right the lateral dose lineout of the
central cube slice.

Figure 4.25. Linear dose profiles for the 6 cm size cube at depth of 15 cm, compared with
measured data for the PPchamber #22.
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Conclusions

The work presented in this thesis is inserted in the particle therapy field. I explained
the concept of particle therapy as an innovative tumor therapeutic radiation technique
that allows to obtain a more conformal dose distribution with respect to x-rays used
in standard radiotherapy. The favorable dose distribution is obtained thanks to the
particular charged particles energy release, characterized by a peak (called Bragg
Peak) at the end of the path. After having presented the main radiobiological and
physical benefits of particle therapy I introduced Treatment Planning Systems, as the
tools used in PT centers to calculate the optimized treatment plan and to recalculate
the plan during the validation protocol. For the computations the simulation of
particle transport into the materials crossed has to be performed. The typology of
simulation techniques are mainly analytical pencil beam algorithm and Monte Carlo
approach. As discussed in the thesis, the analytical TPS have an high computation
velocity but low accuracy in the regions of high density gradients. On the contrary, a
full Monte Carlo software has a very high accuracy in dose calculation but it requires
long computing time.

In this context I introduced the project FRED, aimed to the realization of
a Monte Carlo TPS for the proton tracking with very high computing velocities
without compromising the calculation accuracy. To obtain such performances in
terms of computing times the strong parallelization capability of GPUs is exploited.
To further improve the computing power, the physical models implemented have
been simplified and optimized for the particle therapy purpose.

I explained in detail the different models approximations used in FRED and the
sampling algorithms executed for the different phyical processes:

• The energy loss by the particle is calculated in two steps: first, the mean
energy loss per unit path length (Stopping power) is computed with the Bethe
formula. Then, to consider the statistical fluctuations due to the stochastic
nature of processes involved, the energy fluctuations are approximated with a
logarithmic normal function.

• for the Multiple Coulomb Scattering three different parametrizations have
been implemented. In order of increasing accuracy and computing times
they are: the Single Gaussian model, that well reproduce the core of the
distribution but completely miss the contribution of large angle tails; the
Double Gaussian model, with a second gaussian summed to the core one
that covers, in part, the tails of the angular distribution; the so called Gauss-
Rutherford like model, where the "tail" function is a parametric function similar
to the Rutherford hyperbole. This last model is the more accurate to represent
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angular distribution but the rejection method used for the sampling results in
longer computing times.

• Nuclear interactions both elastic and inelastic are performed computing the
related cross sections. For the energy sampling approximated models have
been implemented.

For what concerns the simulation velocity performances, FRED showed a speed-
up with respect to FLUKA of more than three order of magnitude. This aspect
made the code a very attractive tool to be used in clinical routine.

Finally I showed results of FRED accuracy in dose computing by through different
simulations configurations. Linear dose profiles have been examined both for single
pencil beams and for treatment plan dose distributions. In particular, for the
treatment plan recalculation the test performed have been a reproduction of the
Quality Assurance protocol aimed to check the TPS and the Dose Delivery System.
It consists of the irradiation of a water phantom in such a way to obtain a uniform
cubic dose distribution. The calculation have been compared with TPS simulations
and experimental data. In order to be independent from possible mispositioning
errors, a best shift analysis has been done to find the exact spatial arrangement
to have the minimum dose differences. The results of this test showed an excellent
agreement for cubes at depths up to 21 cm, where .For the 27cm depth configuration
the results are a lit

Then for the treatment validation a similarity test to compare 3d dose maps-
called Γ-index have been implemented. The results of the test showed an excellent
agreement for the voxels receiving a dose greater than 0.1 Gy. In fact, the pass rate
never goes below 96 %. In selecting only voxel with dose greater than 1.5 Gy, that
means the cubic PTV region, the rate of test passing voxels decreases, and for cube
of 27 cm depth it reaches the value of 90%.

Despite some limitations particularly emerging for deep ranges such as energies
greater than 230 MeV, FRED tool showed considerable dose calculation accuracy
in the PT context. For this reasons, and for the afore-mentioned characteristics in
terms of computing time, FRED represents a efficient Monte Carlo tool for proton
therapy medical applications. Such efficiency called the attention of one of the more
worldwide important particle therapy centers, the CNAO in Pavia and, thanks to
the positive results of validation tests, in the close future a concrete application in
the clinical routine can be hopefully predicted.
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Appendix A

CUDA code for computation of
Γ index pass rate

In this appendix, the CUDA code for the calculation of Γ-index pass rate will be
described. In Chapter 4.3 the Γ-index has been presented as a method to quantify the
similarity of a 2D or 3D map with another one taken as reference. The mathematical
meaning of the Γ function and the algorithm implemented for the calculation have
been described.

As already debated, GPUs are hardware devices with an high parallel computation
power. Thanks to this feature, FRED GPU version is able to perform a complete
treatment plan recalculation in few minutes, reducing the calculation time by a
factor of 103 with respect to the CPU version.

The parallelization capability can be employed not only for Monte Carlo particle
tracking, but in all cases where a large number of "simple" and parallelizable
computations are required. This is also the case of the Γ-index test. In this trial,
the examination of each voxel is performed by an high number (in our case 106) of
dose sampling both in reference and evaluated matrices. The samples are computed
with a three-linear interpolation in the 3D dose matrix.

The large number of voxels composing the mesh of a standard CT (up to
108), together with the simplicity of calculations to be performed, make CUDA
programming an efficient choice for the Γ-index test.

Below the main sections of the program are explained and reported.

Initialization After the inclusion of C++ libraries and header files needed, global
variables and functions to be executed are declared.

1

2 i n l i n e i n t el2d ( i n t i , i n t j , i n t n , i n t m ) { re turn i+j∗n ; }
3 i n l i n e i n t el3d ( i n t i , i n t j , i n t k , i n t n , i n t m , i n t l ) { re turn i+j∗n+k∗←↩

n∗m ; }
4

5 void sobseq ( const i n t n , double x [ ] ) ;
6 f l o a t TriDInterp ( f l o a t ∗dose_map , f l o a t position [ 3 ] , f l o a t r0 [ 3 ] , ←↩

f l o a t h [ 3 ] , i n t n [ 3 ] ) ;
7
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8 real32 ∗values ;
9 ifstream fin ;

10

11

12 vec3dRT xmin_ref , xmin_ev ; // o f f s e t v e c t o r s o f dose maps
13 i3d nn_ref , nn_ev ; //number o f voxe l " " "
14 vec3dRT hs_ref , hs_ev ; // dimensions o f voxe l " " "
15 vec3dRT xmax_ref , xmax_ev ; //maximum coo rd ina t e s " " "
16

17 real32 ∗ dose_ref_h ; // r e f e r e n c e dose map on the CPU
18 real32 ∗ dose_ev_h ; // eva luated dose map on the CPU
19 i n t ∗ map_result_h ; // t e s t r e s u l t s map in the CPU

Trilinear interpolation function on GPU The dose sampling in the maps is
performed by a trilinear interpolation. The computation is done by the GPU through
a function.

1

2 __device__ f l o a t TriDInterp ( f l o a t ∗dose_map , f l o a t position [ 3 ] , f l o a t←↩
r0 [ 3 ] , f l o a t h [ 3 ] , i n t n [ 3 ] ) {

3

4 f l o a t x_d , y_d , z_d ;
5 f l o a t c00 , c10 , c01 , c11 , c0 , c1 ;
6 i n t ix , iy , iz ;
7

8 i f ( position [0]>=h [ 0 ] / 2 . 0 && position [1]>=h [ 1 ] / 2 . 0 && position [2]>=h←↩
[ 2 ] / 2 . 0 && position [0]<=h [ 0 ] ∗ ( n [0 ]−1) && position [1]<=h [ 1 ] ∗ ( n←↩
[1 ]−1) && position [2]<=h [ 2 ] ∗ ( n [2 ]−1) ) {

9 ix=in t ( ( position [0]−h [ 0 ]/2 .0 − r0 [ 0 ] ) /h [ 0 ] ) ;
10 iy=in t ( ( position [1]−h [ 1 ]/2 .0 − r0 [ 1 ] ) /h [ 1 ] ) ;
11 iz=in t ( ( position [2]−h [ 2 ]/2 .0 − r0 [ 2 ] ) /h [ 2 ] ) ;
12

13 x_d=(position [0]−h [ 0 ]/2 .0 − r0 [0]−h [ 0 ] ∗ ( ix ) ) /(h [ 0 ] ) ;
14 y_d=(position [1]−h [ 1 ]/2 .0 − r0 [0]−h [ 1 ] ∗ ( iy ) ) /(h [ 1 ] ) ;
15 z_d=(position [2]−h [ 2 ]/2 .0 − r0 [0]−h [ 2 ] ∗ ( iz ) ) /(h [ 2 ] ) ;
16

17 c00 = dose_map [ ix+iy∗n [0 ]+ iz∗n [ 0 ] ∗ n [ 1 ] ]∗ (1 − x_d ) + dose_map [ ( ix←↩
+1)+iy∗n [0 ]+ iz∗n [ 0 ] ∗ n [ 1 ] ] ∗ x_d ;

18 c10 = dose_map [ ix+(iy+1)∗n [0 ]+ iz∗n [ 0 ] ∗ n [ 1 ] ]∗ (1 − x_d ) + dose_map←↩
[ ( ix+1)+(iy+1)∗n [0 ]+ iz∗n [ 0 ] ∗ n [ 1 ] ] ∗ x_d ;

19 c01 = dose_map [ ix+iy∗n [ 0 ]+( iz+1)∗n [ 0 ] ∗ n [ 1 ] ]∗ (1 − x_d ) + dose_map←↩
[ ( ix+1)+iy∗n [ 0 ]+( iz+1)∗n [ 0 ] ∗ n [ 1 ] ] ∗ x_d ;

20 c11 = dose_map [ ix+(iy+1)∗n [ 0 ]+( iz+1)∗n [ 0 ] ∗ n [ 1 ] ]∗ (1 − x_d ) + ←↩
dose_map [ ( ix+1)+(iy+1)∗n [ 0 ]+( iz+1)∗n [ 0 ] ∗ n [ 1 ] ] ∗ x_d ;

21

22 c0 = c00∗(1−y_d ) + c10∗y_d ;
23 c1 = c01∗(1−y_d ) + c11∗y_d ;
24

25 re turn ( c0∗(1−z_d ) + c1∗z_d ) ;
26 }
27

28 e l s e { re turn −99.0;}
29 }
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Main The main function starts with the maps reading and the consistency check.
Then the maps are loaded and all the related informations (mesh structures, offsets,
etc.) are read and printed on screen. Subsequently, Γ-index criteria DD and DTA,
and the dose threshold to select voxel to be analysed are read and stored.

1 StructMap3d doseMap_ref , doseMap_ev ;
2

3 cout<<" Loading r e f e r e n c e binary 3dmap : "<<(loadMap3d_bin ( argv [ 1 ] ,←↩
doseMap_ref )==0? "OK" : "ERROR" )<<endl ;

4 infoMap3d ( doseMap_ref ) ;
5

6

7 cout<<" Loading eva luated binary 3dmap : "<<(loadMap3d_bin ( argv [ 2 ] ,←↩
doseMap_ev )==0? "OK" : "ERROR" )<<endl ;

8 infoMap3d ( doseMap_ev ) ;
9

10 xmin_ref=vec3dRT ( doseMap_ref . info . x0 , doseMap_ref . info . y0 ,←↩
doseMap_ref . info . z0 ) ;

11 nn_ref=i3d ( doseMap_ref . info . nx , doseMap_ref . info . ny , doseMap_ref . info←↩
. nz ) ;

12 hs_ref=vec3dRT ( doseMap_ref . info . hx , doseMap_ref . info . hy , doseMap_ref .←↩
info . hz ) ;

13 xmax_ref = xmin_ref+hs_ref∗nn_ref ;
14 cout<<endl<<" Reference dose map : "<<endl ;
15 cout<<xmin_ref<<endl ;
16 cout<<hs_ref<<endl ;
17 cout<<hs_ref∗nn_ref<<endl ;
18 cout<<xmax_ref<<endl ;
19 cout<<nn_ref<<endl ;
20

21 xmin_ev=vec3dRT ( doseMap_ev . info . x0 , doseMap_ev . info . y0 , doseMap_ev .←↩
info . z0 ) ;

22 nn_ev=i3d ( doseMap_ev . info . nx , doseMap_ev . info . ny , doseMap_ev . info . nz )←↩
;

23 hs_ev=vec3dRT ( doseMap_ev . info . hx , doseMap_ev . info . hy , doseMap_ev .←↩
info . hz ) ;

24 xmax_ev = xmin_ev+hs_ev∗nn_ev ;
25

26 cout<<endl<<" Eveluated dose map : "<<endl ;
27 cout<<xmin_ev<<endl ;
28 cout<<hs_ev<<endl ;
29 cout<<hs_ev∗nn_ev<<endl ;
30 cout<<xmax_ev<<endl ;
31 cout<<" prova vet tore , xmin_ev . x : "<<xmin_ev . x<<endl ;
32

33 //========= l e t t u r a c r i t e r i per gamma index ===========//
34

35 real32 DTA = atof ( argv [ 3 ] ) ;
36 cout<<endl<<"DTA: "<<DTA<<" mm"<<endl ;
37

38 real32 DD = atof ( argv [ 4 ] ) ;
39 cout<<"DD: "<<DD<<endl ;
40

41 real32 DoseThr = atof ( argv [ 5 ] ) ;
42 cout<<"Dose Threshold Percentage : "<<DoseThr<<" %"<<endl ;
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Then, the list of coordinates of the sampling points are created with the Sobol
sequence both for the reference map and for the evaluated map, distributed in a
parallelepiped and in a sphere, respectively.

The first 15 points of the voxel sampling have been placed at some parallelepied
reference points: the centre, the centre of the sides and the corners. Then an external
function is called to create a Sobol sequence of points.

In the same way, a spherical distribution of Sobol points is created.

1

2 double pSobol_ref [ 3 ] , pSobol [ 3 ] ;
3

4 f l o a t ∗ SobVox_h , ∗ SobSph_h ;
5

6

7 sobseq (0 , pSobol ) ;
8 vector<vec3dRT> ptsSob_vox , ptsSob_sph ;
9 i n t count=0;

10

11 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 0 . 5 f , 0 . 5 f , 0 . 5 f ) ) ;
12 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 0 . 0 f , 0 . 5 f , 0 . 5 f ) ) ;
13 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 1 . 0 f , 0 . 5 f , 0 . 5 f ) ) ;
14 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 0 . 5 f , 0 . 0 f , 0 . 5 f ) ) ;
15 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 0 . 5 f , 1 . 0 f , 0 . 5 f ) ) ;
16 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 0 . 5 f , 0 . 5 f , 0 . 0 f ) ) ;
17 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 0 . 5 f , 0 . 5 f , 1 . 0 f ) ) ;
18 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 0 . 0 f , 0 . 0 f , 0 . 0 f ) ) ;
19 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 1 . 0 f , 0 . 0 f , 0 . 0 f ) ) ;
20 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 0 . 0 f , 1 . 0 f , 0 . 0 f ) ) ;
21 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 1 . 0 f , 1 . 0 f , 0 . 0 f ) ) ;
22 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 0 . 0 f , 0 . 0 f , 1 . 0 f ) ) ;
23 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 1 . 0 f , 0 . 0 f , 1 . 0 f ) ) ;
24 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 0 . 0 f , 1 . 0 f , 1 . 0 f ) ) ;
25 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 1 . 0 f , 1 . 0 f , 1 . 0 f ) ) ;
26

27

28

29 f o r ( i n t i=0;i<1000;i++){
30 sobseq (3 , pSobol ) ;
31 ptsSob_vox . push_back ( vec3dRT ( pSobol [ 0 ] , pSobol [ 1 ] , pSobol [ 2 ] ) ) ;
32

33 }
34

35 SobVox_h = ( f l o a t ∗) ptsSob_vox . data ( ) ;
36

37

38 ptsSob_sph . push_back ( vec3dRT ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ) ;
39 whi le ( count<1000){
40 sobseq (3 , pSobol ) ;
41

42 pSobol [0]=(−DTA+pSobol [ 0 ] ∗ DTA ∗2 .0 f ) ;
43 pSobol [1]=(−DTA+pSobol [ 1 ] ∗ DTA ∗2 .0 f ) ;
44 pSobol [2]=(−DTA+pSobol [ 2 ] ∗ DTA ∗2 .0 f ) ;
45

46

47
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48 i f ( ( pSobol [ 0 ] ∗ pSobol [ 0 ] + pSobol [ 1 ] ∗ pSobol [ 1 ] + pSobol [ 2 ] ∗ pSobol←↩
[ 2 ] ) <= DTA∗DTA ) {

49

50 count=count+1;
51

52 ptsSob_sph . push_back ( vec3dRT ( pSobol [ 0 ] , pSobol [ 1 ] , pSobol [ 2 ] ) ) ;
53

54 }
55 }
56

57

58 SobSph_h = ( f l o a t ∗) ptsSob_sph . data ( ) ;
59 \end{lstlistign}
60

61 \par The dose maps and the vector related to the position , the size ←↩
and the number of the voxel are then inserted into arrays and the←↩

results array is declared and initialized .
62 \begin{lstlisting}
63 i n t nn_ref_h [3 ]={ nn_ref . x , nn_ref . y , nn_ref . z } ;
64 f l o a t hs_ref_h [3 ]={ hs_ref . x , hs_ref . y , hs_ref . z } ;
65 f l o a t xmin_ref_h [3 ]={ xmin_ref . x , xmin_ref . y , xmin_ref . z } ;
66

67 i n t nn_ev_h [3 ]={ nn_ev . x , nn_ev . y , nn_ev . z } ;
68 f l o a t hs_ev_h [3 ]={ hs_ev . x , hs_ev . y , hs_ev . z } ;
69 f l o a t xmin_ev_h [3 ]={ xmin_ev . x , xmin_ev . y , xmin_ev . z } ;
70

71 i n t Nref = nn_ref . x∗nn_ref . y∗nn_ref . z , Nev=nn_ev . x∗nn_ev . y∗nn_ev . z ;
72

73 dose_ref_h = new real32 [ Nref ] ;
74 dose_ev_h = new real32 [ Nref ] ;
75

76 dose_ref_h = ( real32 ∗) doseMap_ref . data ;
77 dose_ev_h = ( real32 ∗) doseMap_ev . data ;
78

79

80 size_t sizeVox = ptsSob_vox . size ( ) ∗3∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ;
81 cout<<" sizeVox : "<<sizeVox<<endl ;
82

83 f l o a t ∗dose_ref_d , ∗dose_ev_d ;
84

85 f l o a t ∗SobVox_d , ∗SobSph_d ;
86

87 i n t ∗nn_ref_d ;
88

89 f l o a t ∗hs_ref_d , ∗xmin_ref_d ;
90

91 i n t ∗nn_ev_d ;
92 f l o a t ∗hs_ev_d , ∗xmin_ev_d ;
93 i n t ∗map_result_d ;
94

95

96 i n t countVoxelPass=0;
97 bool found = f a l s e ;
98

99 real32 maxDose=∗max_element ( dose_ref_h , dose_ref_h+(nn_ref . x∗nn_ref .←↩
y∗nn_ref . z ) ) ;

100
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101 cout <<" maxDose : "<<maxDose<<endl ;
102

103 real32 DDvalue = DD /100.0∗ maxDose ;
104

105 real32 DDterm ;
106

107

108 cout<<" Nref : "<<Nref<<endl ;
109

110 f l o a t IntRefDose , IntEvDose ;
111 i n t prova=0;
112 vec3dRT InterpRefCoor ;
113

114 map_result_h = new in t [ Nref ] ;
115 f o r ( i n t i=0; i<Nref ; i++){ map_result_h [ i ]=0;}

Before calling the kernel, the GPU memory allocation and the copy of all the
arrays and variable needed on the GPU are executed.

1

2 cudaMalloc ( ( void ∗∗) &VoxelAttivi_d , countVoxelAttivi∗ s i z e o f ( i n t ) )←↩
;

3 cudaMalloc ( ( void ∗∗) &dose_ref_d , Nref∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ) ;
4 cudaMalloc ( ( void ∗∗) &dose_ev_d , Nev∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ) ;
5 cudaMalloc ( ( void ∗∗) &SobVox_d , sizeVox ) ;
6 cudaMalloc ( ( void ∗∗) &SobSph_d , 1001∗3∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ) ;
7 cudaMalloc ( ( void ∗∗) &nn_ref_d , 3∗ s i z e o f ( i n t ) ) ;
8 cudaMalloc ( ( void ∗∗) &hs_ref_d , 3∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ) ;
9 cudaMalloc ( ( void ∗∗) &xmin_ref_d , 3∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ) ;

10 cudaMalloc ( ( void ∗∗) &nn_ev_d , 3∗ s i z e o f ( i n t ) ) ;
11 cudaMalloc ( ( void ∗∗) &hs_ev_d , 3∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ) ;
12 cudaMalloc ( ( void ∗∗) &xmin_ev_d , 3∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ) ;
13 cudaMalloc ( ( void ∗∗) &map_result_d , Nref∗ s i z e o f ( i n t ) ) ;
14

15

16 cudaMemcpy ( dose_ref_d , dose_ref_h , Nref∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ,←↩
cudaMemcpyHostToDevice ) ;

17 cudaMemcpy ( dose_ev_d , dose_ev_h , Nev∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ,←↩
cudaMemcpyHostToDevice ) ;

18 cudaMemcpy ( VoxelAttivi_d , VoxelAttivi_h , countVoxelAttivi∗ s i z e o f ( i n t )←↩
, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice ) ;

19 cudaMemcpy ( SobVox_d , SobVox_h , sizeVox , cudaMemcpyHostToDevice ) ;
20 cudaMemcpy ( SobSph_d , SobSph_h ,1001∗3∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ,←↩

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice )
21 cudaMemcpy ( nn_ref_d , nn_ref_h , 3∗ s i z e o f ( i n t ) , cudaMemcpyHostToDevice )←↩

;
22 cudaMemcpy ( hs_ref_d , hs_ref_h , 3∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ,←↩

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice ) ;
23 cudaMemcpy ( xmin_ref_d , xmin_ref_h , 3∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ,←↩

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice ) ;
24 cudaMemcpy ( nn_ev_d , nn_ev_h , 3∗ s i z e o f ( i n t ) , cudaMemcpyHostToDevice ) ;
25 cudaMemcpy ( hs_ev_d , hs_ev_h , 3∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) , cudaMemcpyHostToDevice )←↩

;
26 cudaMemcpy ( xmin_ev_d , xmin_ev_h , 3∗ s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ,←↩

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice ) ;
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27 cudaMemcpy ( map_result_d , map_result_h , Nref∗ s i z e o f ( i n t ) ,←↩
cudaMemcpyHostToDevice ) ;

28

29 i n t NT=32;
30 i n t NB=countVoxelAttivi/NT+1;
31

32 printf ( " c a l l i n g the ke rne l \n " ) ;
33

34 kernel <<< NB , NT >>> ( countVoxelAttivi , dose_ref_d , dose_ev_d , ←↩
VoxelAttivi_d , SobVox_d , SobSph_d , maxDose , DDvalue , nn_ref_d , ←↩
hs_ref_d , xmin_ref_d , DTA , nn_ev_d , hs_ev_d , xmin_ev_d , ←↩
map_result_d ) ;

35

36 cudaDeviceSynchronize ( ) ;

GPU kernel The kernel executed by the GPU performs the Γ− index test. Each
threads analyses one single voxel. A doble loop is implemented: on the refence
points sampled in the voxel and on the evaluated points sampled insied the sphere
with radius equal to the DTA.

The first check is done on the reference voxel centre and on the respective point
in the evaluated map. If this first pair does not pass the test, then the loops on the
sampled points are executed.

When a pair passes the test the cycle is interrupted and the element in the result
matrix corresponding to the analysed reference voxel is tagged.

1

2 __global__ void kernel ( i n t countVoxelAttivi , f l o a t ∗dose_ref_d , f l o a t←↩
∗dose_ev_d , i n t ∗VoxelAttivi_d , f l o a t ∗SobVox_d , f l o a t ∗SobSph_d←↩
, f l o a t maxDose , f l o a t DDvalue , i n t ∗nn_ref_d , f l o a t ∗hs_ref_d , ←↩
f l o a t ∗xmin_ref_d , f l o a t DTA , i n t ∗nn_ev_d , f l o a t ∗hs_ev_d , f l o a t←↩
∗xmin_ev_d , i n t ∗map_result_d ) {

3

4 i n t tid = blockIdx . x ∗blockDim . x +threadIdx . x ;
5 i f ( tid>=countVoxelAttivi ) re turn ;
6

7 bool found = f a l s e ;
8 f l o a t DDterm ;
9 f l o a t IntRefDose , IntEvDose ;

10 f l o a t InterpRefCoor [ 3 ] ;
11

12 found = f a l s e ;
13

14 f l o a t xcor , ycor , zcor ;
15 f l o a t pos [ 3 ] ;
16

17 zcor = in t ( VoxelAttivi_d [ tid ] / ( nn_ref_d [ 0 ] ∗ nn_ref_d [ 1 ] ) ) ∗hs_ref_d←↩
[2 ]+ hs_ref_d [ 2 ] / 2 . 0 ;

18 xcor = (( VoxelAttivi_d [ tid ]%( nn_ref_d [ 0 ] ∗ nn_ref_d [ 1 ] ) )%nn_ref_d [ 0 ] ) ∗←↩
hs_ref_d [0 ]+ hs_ref_d [ 0 ] / 2 . 0 ;

19 ycor = in t ( ( VoxelAttivi_d [ tid ]%( nn_ref_d [ 0 ] ∗ nn_ref_d [ 1 ] ) ) /nn_ref_d←↩
[ 0 ] ) ∗hs_ref_d [1 ]+ hs_ref_d [ 1 ] / 2 . 0 ;

20 pos [0 ]= xcor+xmin_ref_d [ 0 ] ; pos [1 ]= ycor+xmin_ref_d [ 1 ] ; pos [2 ]= zcor+←↩
xmin_ref_d [ 2 ] ;
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21

22 i f ( abs ( TriDInterp ( dose_ev_d , pos , xmin_ev_d , hs_ev_d , nn_ev_d )−←↩
dose_ref_d [ VoxelAttivi_d [ tid ] ] ) <= DDvalue ) { // check on voxe l ←↩
cent r e

23 found = true ;
24 map_result_d [ tid ]=1;
25 }
26

27 f l o a t SphCor [ 3 ] ;
28

29 //=========== Loop on voxe l po in t s ( r e f e r e n c e map) ===========//
30 f o r ( i n t iterVox=1; iterVox<1015 & ! found ; iterVox++){
31

32 InterpRefCoor [ 0 ] = pos [0]+(− hs_ref_d [ 0 ] /2 . 0+ SobVox_d [ iterVox ∗3 ]∗←↩
hs_ref_d [ 0 ] ) ; //ABSOLUTE x−coord ina te o f r e f e r e n c e po int

33 InterpRefCoor [ 1 ] = pos [1]+(− hs_ref_d [ 1 ] /2 . 0+ SobVox_d [ iterVox ∗3+1]∗←↩
hs_ref_d [ 1 ] ) ; //ABSOLUTE y−coord ina te o f r e f e r e n c e po int

34 InterpRefCoor [ 2 ] = pos [2]+(− hs_ref_d [ 2 ] /2 . 0+ SobVox_d [ iterVox ∗3+2]∗←↩
hs_ref_d [ 2 ] ) ; //ABSOLUTE z−coord ina te o f r e f e r e n c e po int

35

36 IntRefDose = TriDInterp ( dose_ref_d , InterpRefCoor , xmin_ref_d , ←↩
hs_ref_d , nn_ref_d ) ; // dose in r e f e r e n c e po int

37

38 //====== Loop on sphere po in t s ( eva luated map) =========//
39

40 f o r ( i n t iterSph=0; iterSph<1001 && ! found ; iterSph++){
41

42 i f ( ( SobSph_d [ iterSph ∗3]+InterpRefCoor [ 0 ] ) >= xmin_ev_d [ 0 ] && (←↩
SobSph_d [ iterSph∗3+1]+InterpRefCoor [ 1 ] ) >= xmin_ev_d [ 1 ] && (←↩
SobSph_d [ iterSph∗3+2]+InterpRefCoor [ 2 ] ) >= xmin_ev_d [ 2 ] ) {

43

44 SphCor [ 0 ] = SobSph_d [ iterSph ∗3]+InterpRefCoor [ 0 ] ;
45 SphCor [ 1 ] = SobSph_d [ iterSph∗3+1]+InterpRefCoor [ 1 ] ;
46 SphCor [ 2 ] = SobSph_d [ iterSph∗3+2]+InterpRefCoor [ 2 ] ;
47

48 DDterm=abs ( TriDInterp ( dose_ev_d , SphCor , xmin_ev_d , hs_ev_d , ←↩
nn_ev_d )−IntRefDose ) ;

49

50 i f ( DDterm <= DDvalue ) {
51 i f ( ( DDterm∗DDterm/DDvalue/DDvalue+((( SobSph_d [ iterSph ∗3 ]∗ SobSph_d←↩

[ iterSph ∗3 ] )+(SobSph_d [ iterSph ∗3+1]∗ SobSph_d [ iterSph ∗3+1])+(←↩
SobSph_d [ iterSph ∗3+2]∗ SobSph_d [ iterSph ∗3+2]) ) /DTA/DTA ) )<=1){ ←↩
//Gamma−index t e s t

52 map_result_d [ tid ]=1;
53

54 found = true ;
55 }
56 }
57 }
58 }
59

60 i f ( found ) break ;
61

62 }
63

64 }
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Once the threads ultimated the computation, the result array is copied from the
device to the host and the results are printed.

1 cudaMemcpy ( map_result_h , map_result_d , Nref∗ s i z e o f ( i n t ) ,←↩
cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost ) ; // copy from dev i ce to host

2

3 i n t voxelPass=0;
4 f o r ( i n t i =0; i<Nref ; i++){ i f ( map_result_h [ i ]>0) voxelPass++;}
5

6 re turn 0 ;
7 }
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